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Porous organic cages (POCs) represent a novel type of microporous crystals with highly 
desirable properties, such as uniform micropores, high surface areas, and thermal and chemical 
stability, making them suitable candidates for diverse functional applications. Their unique 
structure and distinctive solid state molecular packing differentiate POCs from conventional 
porous crystals, such as zeolites, metal organic frameworks, and covalent organic frameworks. 
POCs are made of covalently bonded organic cages that assemble into crystalline microporous 
materials displaying three-dimensional connectivity and uniform pore size. POCs are typically 
synthesized via cycloimination reactions. Depending on the amine and trialdehyde employed, 
distinctive cages can be formed. Due to their regular crystalline structure with unimodal limiting 
pore sizes, POCs have found applications in the fields of separations, catalysis, and adsorption, 
among others. 
About a decade has passed since the first report on the successful synthesis of POCs and 
almost nothing is known about the onset of POC nucleation. Since the events in the early stages 
of POC formation are pivotal in determining the course of crystallization, a fundamental 
understanding of these phenomena (nucleation, crystallization, and growth) is highly important 
in order to improve their structural, textural and morphological properties. 
In this work, we explore the crystallization and formation of two prototypical porous 
organic cages, CC3 and CC2. We followed the structural evolution of these crystals as a function 
of synthesis time and explored new synthetic approaches of these crystals in order to gain a 
fundamental understanding of how these crystals grow, and how this relates to their structure-
function relationship. This research may lead to the use of these intriguing materials in a broader 
set of applications by providing alternative synthetic routes which can tailor their structural, 
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 
Porous materials are found almost in all aspects of life. They often times are engineered 
in the lab to be used for resource purification, or to be used as a daily cosmetic.1 But these 
materials can also be found in nature as clay,2 or rocks, or make up the underlying structure for 
many biological organisms like plants, algae, and more complicated animals such as humans.3 
Porous materials can be composed of many different types of building blocks, from inorganic to 
organic materials,4 and combinations of the two, making each one highly diversified in structure 
and function.  
 
  
Figure 1. 1. (a) porous chitin beads; Reprinted with permission from King, C. A.;  Shamshina, 
J. L.;  Zavgorodnya, O.;  Cutfield, T.;  Block, L. E.; Rogers, R. D., Porous Chitin Microbeads 
for More Sustainable Cosmetics. ACS Sustainable Chemistry & Engineering 5 (12), 11660-




1.1 Introduction to Porous Materials 
Porous materials contain a continuous solid structure with pores creating an open channel, 
hole, or void accessible to a fluid.5, 6 Porous materials are generally classified into three 
categories depending on the pore sizes which they possess; microporous (pr < 2 nm), mesoporous 
(2 nm < pr < 50 nm), and macroporous (pr > 50 nm). Because they contain pores, their specific 
surface area drastically increases, while their density is typically low. Pores can be 
interconnected, cylindrical, or open ended,7 and their topologies are unique among classes of 
porous materials. Pore topologies will determine, in part, the functional behavior of the material, 
because they will control what can adsorb, or diffuse through the material, and how fast. 
However, the surface chemistry of the porous material will have an effect on the intermolecular 
interactions occurring between the material and the contact fluid, providing additional behavioral 
characteristics, i.e. adsorption.7 Figure 1.2 illustrates a variety of pore topologies in Metal 




Figure 1.2 Pore topologies for various MOFs. Top left to right, MIL-125, UiO-66, 
SIM-1. Bottom left to right, MIL-125, MIL-53, and MIL-68.8 
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1.2 Applications of Porous Materials 
Porous materials have found their way into many diverse applications, such as filtration, 
sorption, catalysis, and sensors to name a few. Each of these applications require specific pore 
geometries and surface areas in order to carry out the desired function.  
1.2.1 Filtration 
Porous materials have been used as filtration devices since ancient times, purifying a liquid 
or gas which permeates its pores.9 For instance, the ancient Egyptians made earthenware, a low 
firing porous ceramic which they recognized could be used for water purification.10  Today we 
use high tech filters for many separations including removing charged ions from water through 
reverse osmosis, sugars and proteins from dairy through ultrafiltration, chemical purification, and 
even gas purification through micro-, and nanofiltration. Each of these processes relies not only 
on the size of the pores, but pore size distribution, fluid permeability, fluid-material interactions 
(sorption), mechanical-, chemical-, and thermal stability. Figure 1.3 shows some typical pore 
size ranges for certain separations.  Polymer membranes can be used for reverse osmosis,11 gas 
separation,12 dialysis,13 ion exchange,14  
  
Figure 1.3. Filtration spectrum 
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ultrafiltration, 15 and more, due to their high chemical diversity and cheap production. Ceramic 
membranes span across many commercial applications such as the chemical industry, textile 
manufacturing, pharmaceuticals, cosmetics, food, water treatment, and more.16 
1.2.2 Sorption  
 Porous materials have been known to adsorb large volumes of gas since the late 1700’s, 
when Carl Scheele published the first adsorption measurements on dry coal.17, 18 Since then, 
porous materials or adsorbents, have been used as materials for adsorbing low value impurities 
in gas, or liquid streams, or for gas storage devices.19, 20 During WWI, activated carbon was the 
active ingredient in gas masks protecting American soldiers from chlorine gas.21 Today, flue 
gases from power generation and chemical plants require the removal of toxic sulfur oxide, and 
nitrogen oxide gases before emission into the atmosphere. Adsorbents are projected to make this 
process more environmentally, and economically friendly.22  
Their ability to adsorb large volumes of gas originates from their inherent high specific 
surface areas. MOF materials, for example DUT-60,23 hold the record for exhibiting extremely 
high surface areas, on the order of 7,800 m2/1g of material.  Adsorbents can physisorb, or 
chemisorb a sorbate molecule, the difference being how strong the adsorbent interacts with the 
sorbate, i.e. weak intermolecular forces, or the formation of chemical bonds. For sorbents to be 
used in industry, sometimes recyclability or regeneration is needed in order to keep costs down, 
therefore physisorbing interactions are preferred. Van der Waals forces, and electrostatic 
interactions can be used in determining the heat of adsorption of certain sorbent/sorbate pairs. 
Typically, monolayer and multilayer adsorption is used to describe the mechanism of adsorption. 
Figure 1.4 illustrates the five IUPAC classes of physical adsorption based of their adsorption 
isotherms. Type I refers to a microporous material, whose pores become saturated. Type II, and 
III refer to porous materials which have macropores, while type IV and V refer to a transition 
from monolayer adsorption to multilayer, and capillary condensation. A material can also have 
various adsorption steps, leading to an isotherm similar to type VI.24, 25 The Langmuir isotherm is 
the simplest model to determine a materials specific surface area, but the BET (Brunauer-
Emmett-Teller) method is used more widely due to its ability to reliably account for multilayer 





 Porous materials like zeolites, MOFs, and mesoporous metal oxides dominate the 
heterogeneous catalysis industry, but less ordered organic materials, such as activated carbons 
and graphene still show some catalytic properties. This is due to their high surface areas which 
allow them to have more contact with reactants in the gas phase or in solution. Some materials 
inherently contain catalytic properties in their framework structure, i.e. zeolites which contain 
acid sites useful for fluid catalytic cracking,28 ogliomerization of light olefins,29 aromatic 
alkylation,30 or gallium oxide which can be used for the dehydration of light alkanes.31 MOF 
materials such as ZIF-8, contain Lewis acid Zn metal sites, and basic N sites promoting the catalysis 
of CO2 cycloaddition to epichlorohydrin.32  Activated carbons are known to catalyze the selective 
decomposition of H2O2 through HO⸱ by their abundance of basic active sites.33 Materials with uniform 
pores and specific molecular dimensions are vital for shape and size selectivity of catalyst product. 34 
For this application, similar to filtration, it is important for the material to be thermally, and chemically 
robust since many catalytic reactions take place at higher temperatures, or corrosive environments. 
Hence, zeolites are often more attractive than MOFs, even though MOFs offer exceptionally high 
surface areas.35 
Figure 1.4. © 1985 IUPAC classification of Adsorption Isotherms.25 
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Porous materials can act as supports for more active noble metals such as gold, 
palladium, platinum, or rhodium,36-38 and even some inexpensive but active metals such as 
cobalt, nickel, or zinc.39  For synthesis of high value products, this reduces process costs greatly 
by using minimal amounts of precious metals. Figure 1.5 shows a 5A zeolite coated with a MOF 
membrane distributing a noble metal for the catalysis of deoxygenation of palmitic and lauric 
acid.40 
1.2.4 Sensors 
 With increased industrialization of the modern world, environmental pollution has 
become a growing concern for living organisms in the future. Toxic dyes, agrochemicals, 
pharmaceuticals, antibiotics, oil spills, heavy metals and household products have all found their 
way into the soil and water which are necessary for sustaining life.  
For heavy metal ion detection, signal transduction, and recognition comes from the alteration 
of probe molecules supported on mesoporous materials. The probe molecules can be 
immobilized in the pores. Mesoporous silica for example, can act as an electrode, and when put 
in a solution containing a metal ion of interest, these ions will gather on the electrode and be 
reduced using a voltage. In order to measure the concentration of metal ions, i-E voltammetry 
curves are generated from the reoxidation of metal to ions.41 MOFs are showing great promise in 
the sensing of antibiotics in drinking water, for instance a luminescent sodium – europium based 
Figure 1.5. Pt/ZIF-67 membrane/Zeolite 5A bead catalyst used in the deoxygenation of 
palmitic and lauric acids. Reprinted with permission from Yang, L.; Carreon, M. A., 
Deoxygenation of Palmitic and Lauric Acids over Pt/ZIF-67 Membrane/Zeolite 5A Bead 
Catalysts. ACS Applied Materials & Interfaces, 9 (37), 31993-32000. Copyright 2017 
American Chemical Society. 
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MOF (CTGU-7) is quenched when in the presence of onidazole, and shows high selectivity and 
sensitivity for benzyl alcohol and nitrophenol.42 Ceramic based materials such as SiO2,43 and 
Si3N4-TiN44 have been used for humidity sensors due to measurable differences in electrical 
conductivity when water is adsorbed to their surface.45 
1.3 Importance of Understanding Formation Mechanisms 
An overview of popular porous materials, and their typical synthetic procedures will be 
highlighted in the next chapter, with an emphasis on Porous Organic Cages. This section will 
focus on the importance of crystallization for some of the functional applications which are 
described in section 1.2. When synthesizing any porous material for a functional application, the 
formation mechanisms must be understood in order to target the correct phase, degree of 
crystallinity, crystal size, morphology, surface area, and growth orientation of the target material.  
1.3.1 Effect on Applications in Catalysis and Separations 
Many crystalline porous materials have various crystal phases, and each of their crystal 
lattices will expose different surface atoms for active sites in catalysis. For instance, oxidative 
steam reforming of methanol (OSRM), has been studied over a TiO2 catalyst. TiO2 exhibits 
different phases, anatase (TiO2-A), rutile (TiO2-R), or a mixture of the two which is available 
commercially. Eaimsumang et al.46 showed that TiO2-R when prepared with a HNO3 solution, 
showed the best catalytic performance at a range of different temperatures for the reforming 
reaction. The authors hypothesize this is due to the preferred binding on the (110) plane in the 
rutile phase as compared to the others. Similarly, Au/CeO2 catalysts exposing the (110), and 
(100) planes, show high conversion in the OSRM reaction when the catalyst particles have a 
nanorod morphology, controlled by short synthesis times.47 Similarly, changing the size of Co-
MOF-74 from bulk crystals around 100 µm, down to 20-800 nm increased catalytic activity of 
the oxidation of 2,3-dihydro-1H-indene from 73-93%.48 When changing the morphology of 
TMU-5 from a bulk morphology, to nanoplates, and nanorods, catalytic activity is increased 
from 75% to 92-, and 96% respectively for the Knoevenagel condensation reaction due to an 
increase in accessible pores.49  
For applications in separations, particularly for crystalline membrane separations, crystal 
size, morphology, and intergrowth are key characteristics to control. Due to the characteristics of 
zeolites to have rigid pores, very high thermal stability, and relatively high chemical stability, 
and surface areas, they have been researched heavily for use in industrial applications.50 The 
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exploding MOF field is also very keen on membrane applications. To utilize the specific pore 
sizes for the desired separation in a molecular sieving fashion, the polycrystalline membranes 
must contain well intergrown grains to reduce non-selective pathways.51  
Typically, these selective membranes are supported on a variety of ceramic, or stainless-steel 
supports. For the selective membrane layer there are two main methods in the production of 
these crystalline membranes, in- situ crystallization, and secondary seeded growth. Membranes 
grown through the in-situ method are made by placing a bare support directly in the synthesis 
solution followed by solvothermal synthesis. A more reliable method to obtain a continuous 
membrane layer is to use secondary seeded growth. This method utilizes “seed” crystals to 
promote the formation of a well intergrown membrane. Typically these seeds are deposited on 
the support by a variety of methods including, mechanical rubbing,52-54 dip coating,55 electro-
phoretic deposition,56 thermal seeding,57 or chemical attachment.58 The size of the seed crystals 
has shown to be important for the overall performance of the membrane, by producing a seed 
layer which can pack homogenously with smaller crystals in the submicron range.59 When in the 
solvothermal step, the spaces between crystals are connected through crystal intergrowth, and 
having smaller seed crystals increases the chance of having a continuous membrane.  
Membrane intergrowth also depends on the grain morphology. Typically, grains with aspect 
ratios close to 1:1 exhibit highly intergrown membrane surfaces with low leak rates.60 Larger 
grain sizes also mean there are less intercrystalline grain boundaries. This is true for Sil-1 zeolite 
membranes, where high aspect ratios, and large populations of grain boundaries lead to 
membranes which are discontinuous and “leaky”.60 Similarly, synthesis of a Bio-MOF-1 
membrane produces a layer of crystals which grow epitaxially, leading to low selectivities of 
CO2/CH4,51 due to the inability for the crystals to grow isotropically in the x-y plane. Figure 1.6 
shows SEM images of the top view of Sil-1 membranes, and a Bio-MOF-1 membrane. The 




Figure 1. 6. SEM top views of Sil-1 membranes with grains of different aspect ratios (a-e), 60 
and grains of Bio-MOF-1 membrane.51 
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1.3.2 Parameters to Study Crystallization 
 Control over the final crystal product is achieved by tuning one of the various synthesis 
parameters. Some examples of this are: synthesis time, temperature, solvent environment, and 
synthetic method. The final product may have different adsorption characteristics, crystal size, 
morphology, or phase. Insight into materials formation mechanisms can give enhanced synthetic 
control for their intended application.  
 Formation mechanisms are often studied by evaluating a materials growth evolution with 
respect to time. For instance, the growth of ZIF-8 can be described using the Avrami’s kinetic 
model, where spherical nuclei grow rapidly in a sigmoidal regime to become fully crystalline 
hexagonal crystals. During this process, a mixture of ZIF-8 nuclei and metastable nuclei grow 
until the metastable phase has been consumed by the pure crystalline ZIF-8.61 Similarly, when 
using a different zinc source for ZIF-8 formation, two phases are present in the early stages of 
the growth process: ZIF-8 nuclei and ZnO nanoneedles.62  
The aging of zeolite gel before hydrothermal treatment is an important step in allowing 
precursor colloids to transform into target zeolite nuclei for further growth via Ostwald ripening. 
Long aging times (~30 days) for Si-MFI gels are preferred due to the rapid crystallization of the 
MFI zeolite during hydrothermal synthesis, as compared to a gel aged for only 1 day.63 
Typically, crystal size can be controlled by reaction time, as smaller crystals have time to 
aggregate and grow.64 
 Solvothermal temperature is an important processing parameter in microporous crystal 
growth kinetics. A variety of HKUST-1 synthesis parameters were evaluated by Biemmi et al.65 
including solvothermal temperature and time. The authors chose solvothermal synthesis 
temperatures of 180 °C, 150 °C, 120 °C, and 75 °C, where the higher temperatures are known to 
produce a co-product Cu2O.66 In this study, the solvothermal temperature of 75 °C was optimal 
for well faceted octahedral HKUST-1 crystals displaying high purity, while HKUST-1 
synthesized at higher temperatures resulted in crystals that either show macroscopic defects or 
are not well defined. When synthesizing anatase nanoparticles in the presence of HF, Li et al.67 
showed that increasing temperature lead do different growth mechanisms such as anisotropic 





 Utilizing different solvent systems during microporous material synthesis is widely 
known to have an effect on final morphology and nucleation rate on porous crystals.68 
Bustamante et al.69 performed a room temperature synthesis of ZIF-8, using different solvent 
systems with ranging hydrogen bond donation abilities. In particular, a non-alcohol ZIF-8 
synthesis solvent, acetone was used, and showed very fast nucleation kinetics. This was indicated 
by turbidity measurements reaching a maximum in the first 5 minutes of the reaction and 
plateauing thereafter for the induction period.70 The acetone synthesized ZIF-8 had a crystallite 
size of 14.8 nm after 120 minutes, and no measurable aggregates in solution. This size was the 
smallest obtained in the study, and ~2.8 times smaller than the ZIF-8 crystallites obtained 
through conventional methanol solvent. MOF synthesis is highly dependent on the protonation 
capacity of solvents which participate in the reaction,71 and an interesting point of this study is 
that acetone’s polarity ranks slightly less than that of DMF,72 and has a very low HBD value. 
Feng et al.73 found that using DMSO instead of methanol as a solvent to synthesize ZIF-8 and 
ZIF-67 changed the formation rate drastically. Rate change is attributed to the interference of 
chemical equilibrium in the formation of ZIF-67 and ZIF-8 from the high dielectric constant of 
DMSO, which creates charge separation and enhances solubility for polarizable and ionic 
molecules. ZIF-67 crystals obtained after 0.5 h in DMSO had a size of 30-50 nm, as compared to 
those synthesized in methanol at the same time had a size of ~306 nm. This phenomenon is 
explained by having favorable nucleation of ZIF-67 and ZIF-8, and unfavorable crystal growth 
due to a limited amount of reactant. 
 There are a variety of different synthetic methods for the production of porous materials. 
These include solvothermal synthesis, microwave synthesis, room temperature synthesis, and 
evaporative induced self-assembly, (EISA) to name a few. Solvothermal synthesis is a widely 
known method originally for the synthesis of inorganic porous materials, namely zeolites, and 
metallic mesoporous oxides. Although it has been extended to organic types of materials such as 
MOFs,74 and COFs.75 Solvothermal synthesis offers the following general characteristics: 1. It is 
useful for reactions that cannot take place in the solid-phase, 2. It crystallizes materials, 3. It can 
grow single crystals, 4. It allows for control over morphology and particle size, 5. new phases 
can be prepared. Some basic types of reactions are of course crystallization of gels, sols, and 
amorphous phases to crystalline phases, hydrolysis, condensation, phase transitions, redox 
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reactions, precipitation reactions, and agglomeration reactions.  Typically, solvothermal 
reactions can take place from 50 – 100C, and 1 – 100 MPa of pressure generated autogenously 
from the aqueous or organic solvent used for synthesis. The high temperatures and pressures 
accelerate reaction rates, specifically by increasing the solvation ability of the solvent, solubility 
of solutes, and reactivity of reactants leading to arrangement of the “gel” into an ordered nuclei, 
which will then grow through further crystallization.76 To withstand the harsh environments, 
Teflon lined, stainless steel autoclaves are used to enclose the reaction. Figure 1.7 below shows a 
diagram of this vessel.  
  
Microwave synthesis is a synthetic method which is gaining popularity in the synthesis of 
zeolites,68, 77, 78 mixed metal oxides,79 mesoporous materials,80, 81 and even organic materials82, 83 
due greatly reduced synthesis times. It allows the screening of a higher volume of reaction 
conditions for various materials. Microwave energy has wavelengths and frequencies in the 0.01-
1 m, and 0.3-30 GHz region respectively. Microwaves generate heat by dielectric heating, which 
utilizes an oscillating field.  The molecules that have dipolar characteristics will generate heat by 
the suppressed motion of the molecules which desire to be aligned with the field. Microwave 
heating has the following advantages over conventional heating: 1. Microwave energy leads to 
higher heating rates compared to conventional ovens; 2. Microwave energy enters the chemical 
reactor without direct contact between the energy source and reacting chemicals; 3. There are no 
wall or heat diffusion effects, the heating is instantaneous; 4. Microwave energy can selectively 
heat reactants in solution over contaminants; 5. There are no “hot spots” due to local super 
Figure 1. 7. Diagram and image of a Teflon lined stainless steel autoclave for the 
solvothermal synthesis of porous crystalline porous materials.  
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heating in the reaction vessel.84 Microwave synthesis has been used for the production of 
IRMOF-1, 2, and 3, to produce cubic crystals in the span of 1 minute. Changing the amount of 
reactant concentration changed the size of the crystals produced. For instance, seeds are formed 
from superheating, and once the crystals begin to grow, their size will depend on how much 
reactants are still in solution.85  The use of microwave treatment can result in narrowly 
distributed crystals due to its ability to nucleate the entire solution at once.  
 Room temperature synthesis is always appealing for materials because it has very low 
energy inputs and is of interest for scaling industrially. Typically this method can be applied to 
MOFs, for example ZIF-8,62, 86 -67,87 and -11,88 but also can be applied to zeolite, 89 or COF 
synthesis.90  Porous Organic Cages, (the material of interest for this thesis) are synthesized also 
at room temperatures with long synthesis times resulting in the desired crystalline phase. 
Although this route is more environmentally friendly, it is often difficult to acquire the desired 
crystallinity, size, shape, and yield of a material in a short amount of time.91 
 Evaporation Induced Self-Assembly (EISA) was first developed by Ozin’s92 and 
Brinker’s group,93 as a new synthetic method to create a thin film of ordered mesoporous silica. 
Mesostructures are assembled into a number of mesophases (cubic, hexagonal, wormlike, or 
lamellar) by the electrostatic and hydrogen bonding interactions between a surfactant and an 
inorganic species at surfactant concentrations above their critical micelle concentration (CMC), 
followed by condensation of the templating species with increased time and temperature. EISA 
utilizes surfactant concentrations well below the CMC, and liquid crystalline mesophases are 
formed from the gradual evaporation of a volatile solvent (i.e. ethanol) to form a concentrated 
solution of silica species and surfactant, which self-assembles. Through this method, additional 
chemical and processing parameters allow mesophases to be targeted systematically.94 Chemical 
parameters are what control the favorable sol-gel hydrolysis-condensation reaction to take place. 
This includes the electrokinetic behavior, and ratio of the surfactant species and inorganic 
species, pH, catalyst, and amount of water in solution. Processing parameters, such as relative 
humidity, control the diffusion of components, and evaporation of the volatile species, which in 
turn controls the rate the liquid crystalline mesophases are formed. Water left in the film allows 
the self-assembled structures to be flexible and move from various mesophases. When full 
condensation of the framework is achieved, a final mesostructure is obtained. Pure 
mesostructures are obtained by fast evaporation of alcohol species from the film when the sol-gel 
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is dilute. Based on tuning parameters, specific phases can be targeted. For example, the 
mesoporous silicate phase diagram below (Figure 1.8), is showing 5 different mesophases which 
are obtained by adjusting relative humidity and the surfactant : Si ratio.95 At medium relative 
humidities (~40%), 3 phases are possible, but the molar ratio of silica to surfactant is what 
differentiates 3D hexagonal, cubic, and 2D hexagonal phases.   
Figure 1. 8. EISA diagram of pore textures for a CTAB/SiO1.25(OH)1.5/EtOH/H2O system (%).95 
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1.4 Thesis Organization 
This thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 1 gives an introduction into porous materials and 
some of their applications. It also describes the importance of understanding their formation 
mechanisms, or crystallization, in order to further exploit, or tune their functional capabilities. 
The first half of chapter 2 gives a brief introduction into typical porous materials and how they 
are synthesized, followed with a thorough literature review of Porous Organic Cages, and some 
of their applications. It then gives a thesis overview of the specific objectives for this thesis, 
highlighting the material of interest - POCs. Chapter 3 will investigate the synthesis 
crystallization time of a porous organic cage, CC3. Crystallization time is investigated as a 
synthesis parameter, and its intriguing effect on the resulting morphology, size, crystal lattice 
strain, and adsorption properties are discussed, along with details about their characterization. 
Chapter 4 investigates the morphological control, nucleation, and a drastic reduction of synthesis 
time on Porous Organic Cages CC2, and CC3. Chapter 5 explores a new solvent environment in 
conjunction with a solvothermal approach for the synthesis of CC3. The resulting CC3 
properties, and products were changed when applying this new synthetic approach. Chapter 6 
demonstrates a fresh synthetic method for the production of a CC3 film on a foil substrate. 
Chapter 7 will summarize the major findings of the thesis and will make recommendations for 




CHAPTER 2 LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1 Zeolites 
 Zeolites are aluminosilicate molecular sieving crystals composed of SiO4, AlO4, PO4 
primary building block tetrahedron which form 3 dimensional uniform micropores with alkaline-
earth metals contained in their structure. Chabazite, mordenite and clinoptilolite are topologies of 
zeolites, which can be found in nature, with about 150 other structures that can be synthesized in 
a laboratory.96 The firm bond between Si, Al, and P atoms with the four cornering oxygen are 
what give zeolites a very strong and rigid micropore within the crystalline structure. In addition 
to their rigidity and uniform pore dimensions, these materials are thermally stable, chemically 
stable, have high porosity, high surface areas up to about 800 m2/g97 and tunable acid-base 
properties.78, 98, 99 
 Hydrothermal synthesis of these materials require a gel composed of an alumina, silica 
and/or phosphorous source, specific structure directing agents, and water in the presence of 
pressure, heat and alkaline conditions.96 In particular, for the formation of specific channels and 
cages within the zeolite topology, synthesis requires organic space filling templates, true 
templates or structure directing agents. The roles they play are to simply fill space for the other 
precursor building blocks to form around; to specifically promote interactions between building 
block precursors for a specific type of topology; or to act as a mold for the zeolite framework to 
take a true templating structure. This template or structure directing agent must be removed 
through high temperature calcination before the zeolite can be used. Zeolites have been widely 
used in the chemical industry as catalysts100 for cracking,101 hydrocarbon synthesis,102, 103 and 
isomerization,104, 105 and recently there has been much progress in utilizing their rigid pores for 










2.2 Metal Organic Frameworks 
MOFs (also referred to as coordination polymers) are a fairly new emerging class of porous 
crystalline materials, which can form 1-, 2-, or 3- dimensional structures.108 Their structure is 
formed through the coordination of metal ions to organic ligands, and their combinations are 
almost endless. They have surface areas exceeding zeolites by almost 6 times,109 but cannot stand 
as high of temperatures.110 They can be easily synthesized at room temperature,86, 111 and have 
higher chemical diversity.112 Because of the “coordinated polymer” nature of the MOF, the pores 
contained in the crystal can breathe, or flex if needed for certain applications. MOF frameworks 
differ from zeolites due to the fact that they have a pore and a window, each with differing sizes. 
For example ZIF-8 has a pore cavity of 1.16 nm, but a window opening of 0.34 nm.113 Pore sizes 
and windows can be controlled by simply changing the organic linker and metal ion, but 
exchanging metals with the same linker will yield isostructural frameworks. For example, ZIF-8 
and ZIF-67 are isostructural, and the metal ion contained in the framework is exchanged from 
zinc to cobalt.114 
 
  
Figure 2. 2. General schematic of MOF preparation and their dimensional structures.108 
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2.3 Porous Organic Molecules 
Porous organic molecules are very unique compared to the above-mentioned materials due to 
their molecularly porous nature.  Typically, most molecules pack tightly in their solid form 
leaving no voids in their solid structure. 115 Although some define porous molecular materials as 
those which can adsorb guest molecules whether or not distinctive pore channels exist. Porous 
molecules can exhibit extrinsic porosity or intrinsic porosity, based off whether the pore space is 
located outside the molecules or within the molecules. Extrinsic pores are formed from the space 
left in between the inefficiently packed molecules either due to their odd shape, or because it is 
more energetically favored in the crystallized form, leaving a low crystallographic density.  
Intrinsically porous molecules contain pore cavities and windows that can accommodate guests 
on the inside. Because these porous molecules are discreet and held together by weak 
intermolecular forces,115 they exhibit interesting properties such as solubility, 116mobility,115 
synthetic diversification,116 and co-crystallization mix-and-match strategies.117  Some crystalline 
porous molecules are not porous because they collapse upon solvent removal forming a denser 
phase,118 Classes of porous organic molecules include: amorphous porous molecules such as 
PIMs,116 and macrocycles119; crystalline porous molecules such as porous organic cages, 
dipeptides,120 Dianin’s compound,121 TPP,122 calixarenes,123 and macrocycles.124 
  




2.4 Porous Organic Cages 
Porous organic cages are an emerging class of porous molecules which exhibit attractive 
characteristics such as uniform micropores,115 high surface areas,125 thermal and chemical 
stability,126 and solution processability.126 Cooper et al.127 is credited with the first gas adsorption 
experiments on permanently porous organic cages. Since then, there have been some advances in 
increasing the field of porous organic cages through synthetic routes.128 
2.4.1 Chemistry 
The first reports of POCs were synthesized by imine bond condensation between a 
trialdehyde and diamine in a 4:6 ratio ([4+6]). The trialdehyde used is classically a 
triformylbenzene molecule with aldehyde groups at the 1st, 3rd, and 5th carbon. This molecule is 
highly conjugated, and therefore does not experience many bond rotations, or flexibility which 
leads to the cage being permanently porous even upon solvent removal.129 The diamine on the 
other hand is able to form two bonds through imine condensation. POC linkers differ from other 
porous molecule linkers by the amount of reactive linking groups.  Cage molecule synthesis 
requires at least one of its linkers to have more than 2 reactive functional groups able to undergo 
a condensation reaction. Geometry and differing ratios of the linkers will control the size of 
cages synthesized.130 For example, small cages can be synthesized using linkers that exhibit 
narrow bond angles of the linking functional group, or with ratios of [2+3]. Alternatively, larger 
cages with larger pore volumes and diameters of 3.1 nm have been synthesized using ratios 
[8+12], 128 and with one linker having wide bonding angles.115 
2.4.2 Cage Bond Formation 
Cages can be synthesized through a variety of different bond forming chemistries. These 
reactions can be either reversible or irreversible. The less common low yielding irreversible 
reactions include carbon-carbon bond formation,131 azide-alkyne Huisgen cycloaddition,132 ester 
condensation,133 and nucleophilic aromatic substitution.134 Reversible bond reactions are more 
commonly used in cage synthesis because it allows the reaction to come to an equilibrium where 
the cage is the thermodynamic product.135 The most stable, and most popular bond forming 
reaction is imine condensation as discussed previously.136 Other reversible cage forming 
chemistries include boroxine formation,137 boronic ester formation,138 and dynamic alkyne 
metathesis.139 When acid catalysts are added to the synthesis, they lead to increased reversibility 
of the cage forming bond.135 
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It is important to mention that since these cage molecules are discreet, and have weak 
Van der Waals interactions with one another, they are able to have polymorphs. Polymorphs are 
the final crystallization morphology that changes depending on the lowest lattice energy 
formation. Non-favorable, high energy cage polymorphs be accessed through lowering the lattice 
energy by using a particular solvent. Each polymorph will exhibit different BET surface areas, 
X-ray diffraction patterns and morphology. Figure 2.5 illustrates this idea. How polymorphism 
arises for these materials is discussed below. 
  
Figure 2. 4. Illustration of different crystal polymorphs formed by cage molecular packing.129 
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2.4.3 Current POCs 
Porous organic cages are named CCX where the X is designating the cage. Table 1 
contains a list of some synthesized POCs with their associated linkers, surface areas and pore 
limiting windows. The diamine located at the cage vertices controls how the cage molecule will 
pack together. For example, CC1 is synthesized using ethylene diamine, when this molecule is 
crystallized from its original synthesis solvent, it is non-porous. The cages are arranged in 
window-arene stacks. The cage vertices have no bulky functional groups hanging off which 
inhibit close molecular packing, therefore this leads to a dense crystal structure. When 
crystallized from a different solvent, permanent porosity is seen in this cage structure, increasing 
the BET surface area greatly. CC2 also forms window-arene stacks, but the methyl group 
contained in the diamine vertices hinder close molecular packing.  In contrast, CC3 has bulky 
cyclohexane vertex rings. Therefore, this cage in its crystalline form is unable to pack efficiently, 
forming pore channels in between the molecules and leading to high BET surface areas. The 
external pores are formed from the window-to-window packing arrangement. From Table 1, we 
will focus on CC2, and CC3. Each of these specific POCs are favorable for use in gas target 






Figure 2. 5. Molecule, and porosity schematic showing window-to-arene stacking of 
CC1 and CC2 cages, and window-to-window packing for CC3.127 
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Table 2.1. Summarizing some synthesized POC with associated linkers, BET surface areas, and 
pore limiting windows. No surface area information indicates that the cage collapses upon 
desolvation 









CC1127 TFBa 1,2- ethylenediamine 23 (nonporous) / 
550  
- 
CC2127 TFBa 1,2-propylenediamine 533 () / 330 () 3.60 Å 
CC3127 TFBa (R,R)- OR (S,S)- OR ()-
trans-1,2-CHDAb 





Langmuir - 930 - 
CC6143 1,3,5-tri-(4- 
formylphenyl)benzene  
1,5-pentanediamine 99 - 
CC7144 tris(4- 
formylphenyl)amine 














460 6 Å 
CC11145 tris(4- 
formylphenyl)amine 
TRENd - - 
CC12145 tris-1-(1'-formyl-4-4'- 
biphenyl)amine  
TRENd - - 
CC13146 TFBa 2-Methyl-1,2-
propanediamine 
 517 () / 946 
(1)/ 1173 (2) 
3.60 Å 
a. 1,3,5-triformylbenzene       c. 1,3,5- trimethyl-2,4,6-tris(formyl)benzene 





CC2 is synthesized in a [4+6] fashion in acetonitrile with the organic linkers specified 
above. The reaction affords needle like crystals (Figure 2.6b) in a yield of 37%.127 This reaction 
typically does not use an acid catalyst for synthesis, but when added, CC2 catenates are more 
likely to form due to the increased reversibility of the imine bonding. CC2 exhibits two different 
polymorphs α and β which differ in BET surface areas by ~200 m2/g. 146 CC2β is accessed 
through dissolving and recrystallizing CC2 out of 1, 4-Dioxane in a window-to-window fashion 
as CC3 does.115, 144 The surface area decreases due to the newly formed diamonded pore 
networks, and lack of bulky steric vertex groups leading to a density increase from 0.876 g/cm3 
to 0.915 g/cm3.146 It has CO2 uptake capacities on the level of certain MOFs,147 and H2 uptakes 
around 8.8 mmol/g. This molecule has four isomers due to the four different exo-sites as seen in 
Figure 2.6a. 1,2-diaminopropane is a chiral molecule, therefore it can form cages that are R or S 
chiral. It is most likely always a racemic mixture unless special crystallization techniques are 
used, or the starting 1,2-diaminopropane has single chirality.148 
 




CC3 is a prototypical porous organic cage with many studies on its applications and 
chemistry.  Table 2 reviews, to the best of our knowledge, all studies performed with CC3. 
Synthesis procedures for each study is in Appendix A.   CC3 has a variety of different chiral 
cages which can be synthesized from chiral or racemic diamines listed in Table 1. For example 
CC3-R is made from (R,R)-CHDA, and rac-CC3 is made from the racemic mixture of CHDA.  
The chirality effects how well these molecules can be processed in solution.  Pure R or S chiral 
CC3 can readily dissolve in many organic solvents, while the rac-CC3 precipitates out of 
solution upon synthesis.  Rac-CC3 is a co-crystal of CC3-R and CC3-S cages which have a 
strong cage pair packing energy.149 The solubility of rac-CC3 decreases to <1 mg/mL, once 
synthesized.  Rac-CC3 is favored more energetically through the chiral recognition between the 
CC3-R and CC3-S cage molecules leading to fast nucleation.150  A dissymmetric CC3 cage151 
containing 3 R chiral diamines and 3 S chiral diamines has been found recently, with a slight 
increase in solubility as compared to rac-CC3. This product is left in solution after synthesizing 
rac-CC3, and must be separated using hexane as a precipitation solvent. Figure 2.7 shows the 
different cage products.  
As indicated in Table 2.1, there are three polymorphs of CC3: CC3α, CC3β, and an 
amorphous phase. Each of these three phases have been investigated for the pure chiral cage 
CC3-R,125, 146 but not for the rac-CC3 product. The dissymmetric cage (CC3-RS, CC3-SR) when 
separated and characterized, exhibits different packing formations, XRD patterns, and surface 
areas from that of CC3-R and rac-CC3.  
Figure 2. 7. Synthesis mechanism for the formation of CC3 using a mixed racemate of CHDA. 
The products resulting are pure CC3-R cages (all red vertices), pure CC3-S cages (all blue 
vertices), the co-crystal (CC3-R/CC3-S) produced from attractive cage pair packing of CC3-R 




In terms of applications, CC3 has shown exciting performance in gas separations.125, 141 
In a study done by Cooper et al., CC3-R was analyzed as a noble gas separator. CC3-R was 
shown to adsorb Xe with a Xe/Kr selectivity ~ 20.142 Its internal pore cavity of 4.4 Å is just 
larger than the Xe atom, therefore it can accommodate it within the pore itself, but it is limited to 
entering the pore through the window diameter of 3.6 Å. Kr on the other hand has a lower 
affinity for the CC3 material and can fit through the pores easily leading to a break through 
almost immediately, while Xe is not detected for almost 28 minutes during break through 
experimentation.  This slow diffusion is partly in part due to the only 7% window open time to 
Xe. Another rare gas He was shown to break through just short of 1 hour during breakthrough 
1experiments and has a very low Qst around 5 kJ/mol vs Xe Qst ~31 kJ/mol.142 Theoretically 
these properties of CC3 is very attractive for Kr/Xe, and even He membrane separations. Since 
CC3 has very low affinity for He, a membrane system made of CC3 in theory could allow He to 
be concentrated on the retentate side which is favored to avoid re-pressurizing the gas for storage 
and use.152 
Table 2. 2. Representative literature on CC3 listed from year published. Syntheses are listed in 
Appendix A.  
Reference Synthesis Summary 
Tozawa, T.; Jones, J. T. A.; 
Swamy, S. I.; Jiang, S.; 
Adams, D. J.; Shakespeare, 
S.; Clowes, R.; Bradshaw, 
D.; Hasell, T.; Chong, S. Y.; 
Tang, C.; Thompson, S.; 
Parker, J.; Trewin, A.; Bacsa, 
J.; Slawin, A. M. Z.; Steiner, 
A.; Cooper, A. I., Porous 
organic cages. Nature 
Materials 2009, 8 (12), 973-
978. 
Batch Synthesis 2 Thorough and seminal 
study on crystal cages 
CC1, CC2 and CC3. 




packing, NMR analysis, 




Table 2.2: Continued 
Jones, J.T.A.; Hasell, T.; 
Wu, X.; Bacsa, J.; Jelfs, 
K.E.; Schmidtmann, M.; 
Chong, S.Y.;  Adams, D.J.; 
Trewin, A.; Schiffman, F.; 
Cora, F.; Slater, B.; Steiner, 
A.; Day, G.M.; Cooper, A.I. 
Modular and predictable 
assembly of porous organic 
molecular crystals. Nature 
2011, 242, 367-371. 
Batch synthesis 2  Mixing different 
crystalline cage modules 
(CC3-R, CC1-S, CC1-R, 
CC4-S, CC5-R) which 
self assemble to form 
materials with unique 
characteristics. Chiral 
recognition between 
modules can produce 
porous organic 
nanoparticles.  
Hasell, T.; Chong, S. Y.; 
Jelfs, K. E.; Adams, D. J.; 
Cooper, A. I., Porous 
Organic Cage Nanocrystals 
by Solution Mixing. Journal 
of the American Chemical 
Society 2012, 134 (1), 588-
598. 
Batch synthesis 1 Mixing opposing chiral 
CC3 cages (CC3-R + 
CC3-S) in cold 
temperatures result in a 
control of particle size 
from 50 nm to 1 µm. 
Solubility decreases 
dramatically once the 
racemic crystals are 
formed after mixing.  
Bojdys, M. J.; Hasell, T.; 
Severin, N.; Jelfs, K. E.; 
Rabe, J. P.; Cooper, A. I., 
Porous organic cage crystals: 
characterising the porous 
crystal surface. Chemical 
Communications 2012, 48 
(98), 11948-11950. 
Batch synthesis 1 Bulk crystal CC3-R was 
analyzed with atomic 
force microscopy to 
determine if there is a 
“surface barrier” which 
would hinder molecular 
diffusion. There is no 
surface barrier from this 
study.  
Hasell, T.; Chong, S. Y.; 
Schmidtmann, M.; Adams, 
D. J.; Cooper, A. I., Porous 
Organic Alloys. Angewandte 
Chemie-International Edition 
2012, 51 (29), 7154-7157. 
Batch Synthesis 1 CC3-R.  Ternary cocrystals 
comprised of CC1, CC4-R 
and CC3-R where made 
by chiral recognition 
between cage molecules.  
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Table 2.2: Continued 
Hasell, T.; Schmidtmann, 
M.; Stone, C. A.; Smith, M. 
W.; Cooper, A. I., Reversible 
water uptake by a stable 
imine-based porous organic 
cage. Chemical 
Communications 2012, 48 
(39), 4689-4691. 
Batch Synthesis 1  CC3 was shown to adsorb 
up to 20.1 wt% of water 
reversibly.  The crystals 
are stable in boiling water 
for at least 4 hours 
Hasell, T.; Zhang, H. F.; 
Cooper, A. I., Solution-




Materials 2012, 24 (42), 
5732-5737. 
Batch Synthesis 2 Macroporous beads are 
made hierarchal by the 
step-by-step addition of 
dissolved CC3-R cages, 
followed by dissolved 
CC3-S cages. The step by 
step addition creates the 
low soluble CC3-R/CC3-
S co-crystal within bead 
macropores. The beads 
now have dual porosity; 
macro and micro. 
Holden, D.; Jelfs, K. E.; 
Cooper, A. I.; Trewin, A.; 
Willock, D. J., Bespoke 
Force Field for Simulating 
the Molecular Dynamics of 
Porous Organic Cages. 
Journal of Physical 
Chemistry C 2012, 116 (31), 
16639-16651. 
Simulation study Development and testing 
of a “bespoke force field” 
which better represents 
the complicated structure 
and flexibility of CC3 to 




Table 2.2: Continued 
Hasell, T.; Armstrong, J. A.; 
Jelfs, K. E.; Tay, F. H.; 
Thomas, K. M.; Kazarian, S. 
G.; Cooper, A. I., High-
pressure carbon dioxide 
uptake for porous organic 




Communications 2013, 49, 
(82), 9410-9412 
Batch synthesis 1 Crystal cages 1, 2, and 3 
were cast into films to 
study their high-pressure 
CO2 sorption behavior 
using in situ ATR-FTIR 
spectroscopy. A 
chemoselective gas 
sorption measurement is 
developed in order to, in 
the future, be able to 
determine CO2 uptakes in 
mixtures at industrial 
pressures.  
Chen, L.; Reiss, P. S.; 
Chong, S. Y.; Holden, D.; 
Jelfs, K. E.; Hasell, T.; Little, 
M. A.; Kewley, A.; Briggs, 
M. E.; Stephenson, A.; 
Thomas, K. M.; Armstrong, 
J. A.; Bell, J.; Busto, J.; 
Noel, R.; Liu, J.; Strachan, 
D. M.; Thallapally, P. K.; 
Cooper, A. I., Separation of 
rare gases and chiral 
molecules by selective 
binding in porous organic 
cages. Nature Materials 
2014, 13 (10), 954-960. 
Batch synthesis 1 Separation of rare gas 
molecules Kr/Xe and 
chiral organic molecules 
(1-phenylethanol) by 
CC3-R. 
Holden, D.; Jelfs, K. E.; 
Trewin, A.; Willock, D. J.; 
Haranczyk, M.; Cooper, A. 
I., Gas Diffusion in a Porous 
Organic Cage: Analysis of 
Dynamic Pore Connectivity 
Using Molecular Dynamics 
Simulations. Journal of 
Physical Chemistry C 2014, 
118 (24), 12734-12743. 
Simulation study MD simulations used to 
investigate diffusion of 
H2, N2, CO2, CH4, Kr, Xe 
and SF6 in CC3.  A void 
space histogram was 




Table 2.2: Continued 
Li, W. L.; Zhang, J. P., 
Multiscale Simulation of 
Pollution Gases Adsorption 
in Porous Organic Cage 
CC3. Journal of 
Computational Chemistry 
2014, 35(2),174-180 
Simulation study Investigation of simulated 
adsorption of CO2, SO2, 
H2S, and CO in CC3 
using GCMC. Based on 
ab initio derived vdW3 
FF. 
Liu, M.; Little, M. A.; Jelfs, 
K. E.; Jones, J. T. A.; 
Schmidtmann, M.; Chong, S. 
Y.; Hasell, T.; Cooper, A. I., 
Acid- and Base-Stable 
Porous Organic Cages: 
Shape Persistence and pH 
Stability via Post-synthetic 
"Tying" of a Flexible Amine 
Cage. Journal of the 
American Chemical Society 
2014, 136 (21), 7583-7586. 
Batch synthesis 2 CC3-R was reduced to a 
dodeccamine cage RCC3. 
Formaldehyde and 
acetone were then 
introduced to the RCC3 
cages which had a tying 
effect.  The tying allowed 
the cages to be very stable 
in pH  ranging from 1.7 – 
12.3. 
Kewley, A.; Stephenson, A.; 
Chen, L.; Briggs, M.E.; 
Hasell, T.;  Cooper, A.I. 
Porous Organic Cages for 
Gas Chromatography 
Separations. Chem. Mater. 
2015, 27, 3207-3210. 
Batch synthesis 1 CC3-R and rac-CC3 were 
packed into columns and 
used to performed chiral 
GC separations, and 
hydrocarbon separations.  
Manurung, R.; Holden, D.; 
Miklitz, M.; Chen, L. J.; 
Hasell, T.; Chong, S. Y.; 
Haranczyk, M.; Cooper, A. 
I.; Jelfs, K. E., Tunable 
Porosity through 
Cooperative Diffusion in a 
Multicomponent Porous 
Molecular Crystal. Journal of 
Physical Chemistry C 2015, 
119 (39), 22577-22586. 
Simulation study Molecular simulation to 
understand the mechanism 
behind the compositional 
tuning of gas sorption in 
the multicomponent 
tercrystal containing CC1, 
CC3, and CC4.  
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Table 2.2: Continued 
Sun, J. K.; Zhan, W. W.; 
Akita, T.; Xu, Q., Toward 
Homogenization of 
Heterogeneous Metal 
Nanoparticle Catalysts with 
Enhanced Catalytic 
Performance: Soluble Porous 
Organic Cage as a Stabilizer 
and Homogenizer. Journal of 
the American Chemical 
Society 2015, 137 (22), 
7063-7066. 
Batch synthesis 1 CC3-R is used as a 
homogenizer supporting 
and immobilizing Rh 
nanoparticles in solution 
increasing efficiency of 
catalytic reactions.  
Zhang, J. H.; Xie, S. M.; 
Chen, L.; Wang, B. J.; He, P. 
G.; Yuan, L. M., Homochiral 
Porous Organic Cage with 
High Selectivity for the 
Separation of Racemates in 
Gas Chromatography. 
Analytical Chemistry 2015, 
87 (15), 7817-7824. 
Batch Synthesis 1 CC3-R diluted with 
plysiloxane was used as a 
stationary phase for high-
resolution gas 
chromatography with 
great enantioselectivity. A 
large number of optical 
isomers have been 
resolved without 
derivatization, including 
chiral alcohols, diols, 
amines, alcohol amines, 
esters, ketones, ethers, 
halohydrocarbons, organic 
acids, amino acid methyl 
esters, and sulfoxides. 
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Table 2.2: Continued 
Evans, J. D.; Huang, D. M.; 
Hill, M. R.; Surnby, C. J.; 
Sholl, D. S.; Thornton, A. 
W.; Doonan, C. J., Molecular 
Design of Amorphous 
Porous Organic Cages for 
Enhanced Gas 
Storage. Journal of Physical 
Chemistry C 2015, 119 (14), 
7746-7754. 
Simulation study Voronoi network analysis 
was performed on 
amorphous materials  
CC1, CC3, CC5, M1, M2, 
M3, and hypothetical 
cages D2 and D3, due to 
difficulty in studying pore 
structures through X-Ray 
diffraction on amorphous 
materials.  This study was 
performed to understand 
where the increased 
porosity is derived from in 
amorphous materials.  
Briggs, M. E.; Slater, A. G.; 
Lunt, N.; Jiang, S.; Little, M. 
A.; Greenaway, R. L.; 
Hasell, T.; Battilocchio, C.; 
Ley, S. V.; Cooper, A. I., 
Dynamic flow synthesis of 
porous organic 
cages. Chemical 
Communications 2015, 51 (9
8), 17390-17393. 
Flow synthesis   CC1, CC3 and scrambled 
cages were synthesized in 
a flow reactor with an 
application for 
“synthesizing functional 
materials on demand” 
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Table 2.2: Continued 
Reiss, P. S.; Little, M. A.; 
Santolini, V.; Chong, S. Y.; 
Hasell, T.; Jelfs, K. E.; 
Briggs, M. E.; Cooper, A. I., 
Periphery-Functionalized 
Porous Organic Cages. 
Chemistry-a European 
Journal 2016, 22 (46), 
16547-16553. 
CC3 was not synthesized in this 
study 
CC3 derivatives were 
synthesized by adding 
additional functionality to 
cage diamine linkers. 
These additional 
functional groups were  2 
hydroxyls,  2 methyls, and 
dihydro‐9,10‐
ethanoanthracene‐11,12‐
diamine. Three new cages 
were synthesized CC16, 
CC17, and CC18. 
Song, Q. L.; Jiang, S.; 
Hasell, T.; Liu, M.; Sun, S. 
J.; Cheetham, A. K.; 
Sivaniah, E.; Cooper, A. I., 
Porous Organic Cage Thin 
Films and Molecular-Sieving 
Membranes. Advanced 
Materials 2016, 28 (13), 
2629- 
Batch synthesis 1 Solutions of cages CC3, 
FT-CC3, ASPOC, RCC3 
were spin coated on 
alumina and silicon wafer 
disks to form thin films 
and molecular sieving 
membranes. Single gas 
permeation measurements 
were performed on a 
number of different gases. 
Membrane stability was 
also studied.  
Uemura, T.; Nakanishi, R.; 
Mochizuki, S.; Kitagawa, S.; 
Mizuno, M., Radical 
Polymerization of Vinyl 
Monomers in Porous 
Organic Cages. Angewandte 
Chemie-International Edition 
2016, 55 (22), 6443-6447. 
CC3-S  configuration made from 
batch synthesis 1 
Radical polymerization of 
vinyl monomers was 
perfomed in channels of 
CC3-S molecule, due to 
its flexible and dynamic 
packing structure.  
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Table 2.2: Continued 
Zhu, G. H.; Hoffman, C. D.; 
Liu, Y.; Bhattacharyya, S.; 
Tumuluri, U.; Jue, M. L.; 
Wu, Z. L.; Sholl, D. S.; Nair, 
S.; Jones, C. W.; Lively, R. 
P., Engineering Porous 
Organic Cage Crystals with 
Increased Acid Gas 
Resistance. Chemistry-a 
European Journal 2016, 22 
(31), 10743-10747. 
Batch synthesis 1 CC3-trans and CC3 mix 
were synthesized by using 
a mixture of racemate 
CHDA. The trans and 
mixed CC3 had a higher 
acid gas resistance 
compared to the 
homochiral CC3-R or 
CC3-S due to the more 
favorable interaction of 
mixed chiral cages when 
packing.  
Camp, J. S.; Sholl, D. S., 
Transition State Theory 
Methods To Measure 
Diffusion in Flexible 
Nanoporous Materials: 
Application to a Porous 
Organic Cage Crystal. 
Journal of Physical 
Chemistry C 2016, 120 (2), 
1110-1120. 
Simulation study Implicit ligand sampling 
transition state theory 
study to compute 
adsorbate hopping rates 
Hasell, T.; Miklitz, M.; 
Stephenson, A.; Little, M. 
A.; Chong, S. Y.; Clowes, 
R.; Chen, L. J.; Holden, D.; 
Tribello, G. A.; Jelfs, K. E.; 
Cooper, A. I., Porous 
Organic Cages for Sulfur 
Hexafluoride Separation. 
Journal of the American 
Chemical Society 2016, 138 
(5), 1653-1659. 
Batch synthesis 2 A series of cages (CC2α, 
CC3α, CC13β, CC5α) is 
explored for the selective 
adsorption of SF6 over N2. 
The highest adsorbing 
material is CC3α.    
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Table 2.2: Continued 
Liu, M.; Chen, L. J.; Lewis, 
S.; Chong, S. Y.; Little, M. 
A.; Hasell, T.; Aldous, I. M.; 
Brown, C. M.; Smith, M. W.; 
Morrison, C. A.; Hardwick, 
L. J.; Cooper, A. I., Three-
dimensional protonic 
conductivity in porous 
organic cage solids. Nature 
Communications 2016, 7, 9. 
Batch Synthesis 2 Proton conduction 
experiments in 3D 
crystalline porous solids 
CC3 (neutral) and reduced 
CC1.  
Slater, A. G.; Reiss, P. S.; 
Pulido, A.; Little, M. A.; 
Holden, D. L.; Chen, L. J.; 
Chong, S. Y.; Alston, B. M.; 
Clowes, R.; Haranczyk, M.; 
Briggs, M. E.; Hasell, T.; 
Day, G. M.; Cooper, A. I., 
Computationally-Guided 
Synthetic Control over Pore 
Size in Isostructural Porous 
Organic Cages. Acs Central 
Science 2017, 3 (7), 734-
742. 
CC3 is not actually synthesized. 
Derivatives of CC3 is made by 
using advanced functionalized 
triformylbenzene linkers.  
The pore size of CC3 is 
modified and made 
smaller by introducing a 
methyl molecule to the 




aldehyde linkers to make 
new cages CC14-R and 
CC15-R.  
Tothadi, S.; Little, M. A.; 
Hasell, T.; Briggs, M. E.; 
Chong, S. Y.; Liu, M.; 
Cooper, A. I., Modular 
assembly of porous organic 
cage crystals: isoreticular 
quasiracemates and ternary 
co-crystal. Crystengcomm 
2017, 19 (33), 4933-4941. 
Batch synthesis 1 A family of isoreticular 
quasiracemate crystalline 
phases for porous organic 




Table 2.2: Continued 
Briggs, M. E.; Cooper, A. I., 
A Perspective on the 
Synthesis, Purification, and 
Characterization of Porous 
Organic Cages. Chemistry of 
Materials 2017, 29 (1), 149-
157. 
Batch Synthesis 1 + flow 






(TGA, NMR, HPLC,  
PXRD, electron 
microscopy)  of CC3 and 
CC1.  
Jiang, S.; Song, Q. L.; 
Massey, A.; Chong, S. Y.; 
Chen, L. J.; Sun, S. J.; 
Hasell, T.; Raval, R.; 
Sivaniah, E.; Cheetham, A. 





Edition 2017, 56 (32), 9391-
9395. 
100 ml DCM added to 1g 1,3,5-
triformylbenzene, followed by 1.1 
g of (1R, 2R) - 1, 2-
diaminocyclohexane in 100 ml 
DCM. Mixed, let stand 5 days. 
Recovered solvent evaporation 
and wash w/ 
95%MeOH/5%DCM. 
2D oriented CC3-R cages 
are crystallized from an 
initial cage/solvent 
solution through a dip 
coating method onto 
silicon wafers and glass. 
AFM, PXRD are used for 
characterization of bulk 
defects stemming from 
crystal growth rates. 
Computational modeling 
performed to understand 
interactions between CC3-
R and substrate interface.  
Komulainen, S.; Roukala, J.; 
Zhivonitko, V. V.; Javed, M. 
A.; Chen, L. J.; Holden, D.; 
Hasell, T.; Cooper, A.; 
Lantto, P.; Telkki, V. V., 
Inside information on xenon 
adsorption in porous organic 
cages by NMR. Chemical 
Science 2017, 8 (8), 5721-
5727. 
Batch Synthesis 1 CC3-R Xenon was used as an 
internal reporter giving 
information about the 
cage and window cavities, 
and gas adsorption 
phenomena of CC3.  
Radioactive Xe NMR 
measurements were done 
to give binding constants, 
cavity occupancy, etc. 
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Table 2.2: Continued 
Kong, X.; Jiang, J. W., 
Porous organic cage 
membranes for water 
desalination: a simulation 
exploration. Physical 
Chemistry Chemical Physics 
2017, 19 (28), 18178-18185. 
Simulation study CC1, CC2, CC3, CC16, 
CC17 are simulationally 
studied for water 
desalination membranes. 
Miklitz, M.; Jiang, S.; 
Clowes, R.; Briggs, M. E.; 
Cooper, A. I.; Jelfs, K. E., 
Computational Screening of 
Porous Organic Molecules 
for Xenon/Krypton 
Separation. Journal of 
Physical Chemistry C 2017, 
121 (28), 15211-15222. 
Simulation study Computational screening 
of porous organic 
molecules for Xe/Kr 
separation. CC3 is the 
most promising to day for 
this type of separation.  
Zhang, J. H.; Zhu, P. J.; Xie, 
S. M.; Zi, M.; Yuan, L. M., 
Homochiral porous organic 
cage used as stationary phase 
for open tubular capillary 
electrochromatography. 
Analytica Chimica Acta 
2018, 999, 169-175. 
Batch synthesis 1 CC3-R is used as a 
stationary phase in open 
tubular capillary electro 
chromatography for the 
separation of chiral 




Table 2.2: Continued 
Zhu, G. H.; Liu, Y.; Flores, 
L.; Lee, Z. R.; Jones, C. W.; 
Dixon, D. A.; Sholl, D. S.; 
Lively, R. P., Formation 
Mechanisms and Defect 
Engineering of Imine-Based 
Porous Organic Cages. 
Chemistry of Materials 2018, 
30 (1), 262-272. 
In a typical synthesis, 243 mg 
triformylbenzene and 255 mg 
(1R,2R)-(-)-1,2-
diaminocyclohexane was 
dissolved in 10 mL anhydrous 
dichloromethane. To the mixture, 
10 µL trifluoroacetic acid was 
added as catalyst. The reaction 
mixture was left at room 
temperature for 3 days and the 
white crystals were recovered by 
washing with ethanol. 
Exploration of formation 
mechanisms of CC3-R 
and CC-pentane by time-
resolved electrospray 
mass spectrometry and 
DFT.  Propose a 
comprehensive method 
for designing/predicting 
new POC species. 
Intentionally defective 
stable cages synthesized 
from findings.  
Lucero, J.; Elsaidi, S. K.; 
Anderson, R.; Wu, T.; 
Gomez-Gualdron, D. A.; 
Thallapally, P. K.; Carreon, 
M. A., Time Dependent 
Structural Evolution of 
Porous Organic Cage CC3. 
Crystal Growth & Design 
2018, 18 (2), 921-927. 
Batch synthesis 3 Time evolution of CC3 
racemate 
Slater, A. G.; Little, M. A.; 
Briggs, M. E.; Jelfs, K. E.; 
Cooper, A. I., A solution-
processable dissymmetric 
porous organic 
cage. Molecular Systems 
Design & 
Engineering 2018, 3 (1), 
223-227. 
Batch synthesis 4 Identification of an 
additional cage product 
(heterochiral cage) present 
by utilizing the mixed 
racemate diamine starting 
material.  In situ racemate 
cage formation study was 
performed utilizing NMR 
to synthesize a dissimetric 
cage (equal amounts of 
RR and SS diamines in 
cage, 3 R, 3 S) with 
increased solubility 
compared to co-crystal 
CC3-R/CC3-S which is 
randomly mixed and has 
low solubility.  
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Table 2.2: Continued 
Berardo, E.; Turcani, L.; 
Miklitz, M.; Jelfs, K. E., An 
evolutionary algorithm for 
the discovery of porous 
organic cages. Chemical 
Science 2018, 9, (45), 8513-
8527. 
Simulation study Evolutionary Algorithm is 
developed to explore the 
chemical space of 
molecular materials, in 
particular porous organic 
cages. This algorithm can 
predict materials with 
desirable properties. 
Rediscovery of CC3 was 
performed to show 
effectiveness of software.  
Liu, Y.; Zhu, G.; You, W.; 
Tang, H.; Jones, C. W.; 
Lively, R. P.; Sholl, D. S., In 
Silico Prediction of 
Structural Properties of a 
Racemic Porous Organic 
Cage Crystal. The Journal of 
Physical Chemistry 
C 2019, 123, (3), 1720-1729. 
Simulation study This paper predicts the 
structure of CC3-racemate 
produced by using the 
mixed chiral diamine 
linker for synthesis of 
CC3. 4 types of cages are 
present, homochiral CC3-
R and CC3-S, and 
heterochiral CC3-RS, and 
CC3-SR. The packing 
energy between cage pairs 
is studied to understand 
using MC simulations 
how these cages arrange 
in the final CC3-racemate 
lattice. Because CC3-
racemate and homochiral 
CC3 is difficult to tell 
apart in experimental 
methods, this study gives 
the POC community an 
idea of how this material 
packs together on the 
molecular level.  
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Table 2.2: Continued 
Bernabei, M.; Soto, R. P.; 
García, I. G.; Haranczyk, M., 
Computational discovery of 
a large-imine-cage-based 
porous molecular material 
and its application in water 
desalination. Molecular 
Systems Design & 
Engineering 2019, 4, 912-
920 
Simulation study CC3 was used as a 
benchmark molecule for 
the comparison of water 
desalination of a new type 
of cage molecule made by 
the linkage of 1,3,5-
triformylbenzene and 
adamantine-1,3-diamine. 
Charles, C. D.; Bloch, E. D., 
High-pressure methane 
storage and selective gas 




Chemistry 2019, 31 (8), 508-
513. 
CC3β was made by adding 
CHDA, TFB, and DCM to a 
Shlenk  flask which was then 
purged with N2 for an hour. N2 
purge was removed and the 
mixture was capped and allowed 
to stir for 3 days under the inert 
atmosphere. After synthesis, a 
portion of solution was 
transferred to another vessel 
where it was dried  by an N2 
purge again to afford CC3β. 
CC3’s ability to adsorb 
acetylene, ethylene, 
ethane, and methane is 
studied. CC3β exhibits 
higher ethane adsorption 
enthalpies than ethylene. 
This polymorph shows the 
ability to be a high 
pressure methane storage 
material. 
Gelles, T.; Rownaghi, A. A.; 
Rezaei, F., Diffusion 
Kinetics of CO2, CH4, and 
their Binary Mixtures in 
Porous Organic Cage 
CC3. The Journal of 
Physical Chemistry 
C 2019, 123 (39), 24172-
24180 
Batch synthesis 2, and 3 Diffusion of CO2, and 
CH4 in CC3 were 
investigated using ZLC 
method at 25°C. Single 
and binary component 
trials performed. CH4 
serves as an inhibitor for 
CO2 diffusion in material. 
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Table 2.2: Continued 
Jackson, E.; Miklitz, M.; 
Song, Q.; Tribello, G. A.; 
Jelfs, K. E., Computational 
Evaluation of the Diffusion 
Mechanisms for C8 
Aromatics in Porous Organic 
Cages. The Journal of 
Physical Chemistry 
C 2019, 123 (34), 21011-
21021. 
Simulation study Metadynamics 
simulations were 
performed on CC3 and 
CC13 for investigation of 







2.4.6 Objectives of this Work 
The main goal of this work is to study and understand the basic growth mechanisms of 
prototypical Porous Organic Cages (POCs) denoted as CC2 and CC3. The early stages of 
POC formation are pivotal in determining the course of crystallization, a fundamental 
understanding of their nucleation, crystallization, and growth is highly important in order to 
improve their structural, textural and morphological properties.  
The specific objectives are to:  
1. Elucidate formation mechanisms of POC crystals from solution to crystal growth  
a.  Follow the structural evolution of selected POCs as a function of time 
b. Follow the structural evolution of selected POCs as a function of temperature 
2. Develop alternative synthetic approaches for the synthesis of POCs 
a. Investigate the effect of microwave irradiation on the synthesis of selected POCs in 
order to control, and promote homogenously, the nucleation of selected POCs, in 
order to obtain a targeted morphology, crystal size, structure, etc. 
b. Explore non-traditional solvent environments for the synthesis of selected POCs, and 
understand their role in tuning the material functional properties 
c. Assess the effect of solvothermal treatment on final material properties of selected 
POCs 
d. Promote the heterogenous nucleation of selected POCs over a crystalline surface, 
through a slow and gradual self-assembly of reactants, modulated by the slow 
evaporation of a volatile solvent.  
3. Evaluate adsorption and transport properties of selected POC crystals  
a. Gather gas adsorption data in order to elucidate the synthesis-adsorption property 






CHAPTER 3  
TIME DEPENDENT STRUCTURAL EVOLUTION OF POROUS ORGANIC CAGE CC3 
 
Modified from:  J. Lucero,‡1 S.K. Elsaidi,2 R. Anderson,1 T. Wu,1 D. Gómez-Gualdrón,1 P.K. 
Thallapally,2 M.A. Carreon,*1 “Time Dependent Structural Evolution of Porous Organic Cage 
CC3”, Crystal Growth & Design 2018, 18, 2, 921-927. 
 
 In this chapter, we describe the structural evolution of porous organic cage CC3. In this 
study, synthesis time was used as a parameter to understand the growth mechanisms of the 
material. The overall adsorption capacity, crystallinity, and morphology changed with respect to 
time. In silico models were produced to explain adsorption and lattice expansion-contraction 
effects seen in experimental results. The details, such as the synthesis procedure, characterization 
methods, and modeling methods are presented in the following paragraphs. The results from this 
study are discussed in the chapter and has been published in Crystal Growth and Design 2018, 18 
(2), 921-927.  
3.1 Experimental Methods 
This section describes the typical synthetic procedure for CC3 used in this study along 
with the various characterization methods used. This section also highlights the details of how 
the simulations were performed. 
3.1.2 Synthesis of CC3 Crystals 
CC3 crystals were synthesized similarly to previous work by Cooper’s group.142 First, 
dichloromethane (DCM, 3 mL) was added slowly to 0.1 g of solid 1,3,5- triformylbenzene (TFB) 
(Acros, 98%) to prevent mixing, followed by trifluoroacetic acid (Sigma, 99%) (10 μL) for imine 
bond formation catalysis. A separate solution made of 0.1 g of (±)-trans-1,2- 
diaminocyclohexane (Sigma, 99%) in 3 mL of DCM was added slowly to the TFB solution to 
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prevent mixing. The reaction was covered and allowed to react at room temperature for a 
specified amount of time (8, 18, 30, 45, 60, 99, 120, 360 h). At the specified time point, a 95% 
ethanol/5% DCM solution was added to the reaction and then centrifuged to afford the product. 
This process was repeated 2−3 times for washing, and then dried overnight at 80 °C. 
3.1.2 Structural and Morphological Characterization of CC3 Crystals 
Powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) was performed on each crystal sample using an X’Pert 
PRO MPD X-ray Diffraction System operated at 30 kV and 25 mA with Cu Kα1 radiation (λ = 
1.54059 Å). Morphological characterization was performed on a JEOL JSM-7000F scanning 
electron microscope operated at an accelerating voltage between 8 and 20 kV. 
3.1.3 Adsorption Experiments 
All adsorption experiments were performed using an automatic gas sorption analyzer 
(Quantachrome Autosorb IQ, Quantachrome Instruments, Boynton Beach, FL). In each 
experiment, the solid CC3 sample was loaded prior activation. The sample was activated at 100 
°C under dynamic pressure for 12 h and then brought to the adsorption temperature. 
3.1.4 Computational Methods 
The simulated XRD patterns for CC3α and CC3β (Figure 3.1) were obtained using the 
Reflex module of Materials Studio.153 The simulations were based on experimental 
crystallographic structures obtained from the Cambridge Structural Database (CSD).154 The CSD 
reference codes for CC3α and CC3β were CAHTAI and PUDXES02, respectively. The Crystal 
Builder module of Materials Studio was also used to manually eliminate crystallographic 
disorder (by removing identified “duplicate” atoms) and solvent molecules.  
 




To investigate the hypothesized expansion/ contraction phenomena in CC3, two 
strategies were followed: For type I expansion/contraction, the CC3α (or CC3β) unit cell was 
isotropically scaled by expanding or contracting all interatomic distances (i.e., altering all bond 
lengths) (Figure 3.2). For type II, no bond length was altered, but rather the unit cell was scaled 
by isotropically increasing or decreasing the distances between the cage centers of mass (Figure 
3.2). Expansion/contraction was within 7% of the structure originally obtained from the CSD. 
The structures generated in Materials Studio covered the above expansion/ contraction range 
using a 1% “step”. The simulated XRD patterns on all in silico structures were compared 
individually to the experimental patterns to determine the CC3 phase, and the most likely type 
and amount of expansion/contraction corresponding to each experiment. 
Additionally, an in-silico pseudoamorphous CC3 model was created to estimate the 
influence of disordered cage packing on measured properties of the synthesized samples such as 
BET area. The initial model was created by packing 24 CC3 cages into a 45 × 45 × 45 Å box 
using Packmol.155 The resulting structure was then used as input for a 50 ns molecular dynamics 
(MD) simulation in the NPT ensemble using the simulation code LAMMPS.156 The individual 
cages were treated as rigid, and a Lennard-Jones 12−6 potential was used to describe interactions 
between atoms on different cages according to the Universal Force Field (UFF).157 The MD 
simulation used a 1.0 fs time step with the velocity Verlet algorithm to integrate the equations of 
Figure 3. 2. (a) CC3α structure based on the original CIF obtained from the Cambridge Structural 
Database with code CAHTAI, (b) Type I expansion of CC3α corresponding to 100% expansion 
of all bonds, (c) Type II expansion of CC3α corresponding to 100% of the distances among the 
cage centroids. Scale bars in a, b, and c are 10 nm long. The unrealistic 100% expansion is shown 
here for illustration only.  
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motion, and a Nose−́ Hoover thermostat (parameter: 100 fs) and barostat (parameter: 1000 fs) to 
keep the system at 298 K and 1 atm.156 The final configuration was then optimized within 10−4 
kcal mol−1 and 10−6 kcal mol−1 Å−1 energy and force cutoffs, respectively, using a conjugate 
gradient algorithm and only constraining the unit cell shape to remain unchanged. Simulated N2 
isotherms were calculated using grand canonical Monte Carlo (GCMC) simulations in 
RASPA.158 The N2 fugacity was calculated using the Peng−Robinson equation of state. 
Intermolecular interactions were according to the TraPPE model for N2, 159 and UFF15 for CC3 
atoms. Lorentz−Berthelot mixing rules were used to describe cage−cage interactions in MD 
simulations and cage− N2 interactions in MC simulations. From simulated (and experimental) 
isotherms, BET areas were calculated using the required four consistency criteria as discussed in 
detail elsewhere.160 Figure 3.3 shows the N2 isotherms and BET equation for experimental and 
simulated material. 
Figure 3. 3. BET area calculation plots (left) and N2 isotherms (right) for CC3α simulated (A), 
CC3β simulated (B), the 8-(C), 30-(D), 60-(E), 99-(F), 120-(G), 360-h (H), and the 
pseudoamorphous model (I) samples. Empty circles are the points selected for the BET area 
calculation. Solid circles are points excluded because they did not fulfill the BET consistency 
criteria.161 Solid and dashed vertical lines in the isotherms indicates the pressure corresponding 












Figure 3.3 Continued 
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3.2 Results and Discussion 
Figure 3.4 shows the XRD patterns of CC3 crystals as a function of synthesis time. The 
XRD patterns correspond to the typical topology of CC3 crystals. However, there is clearly a 
XRD peak displacement as a function of synthesis time, that may be related to small changes in 
the unit cell volume.161 The samples synthesized at 8 and 30 h show similar positions for their 
corresponding XRD patterns. However, for the samples synthesized at 60 and 99 h an evident 
XRD displacement to higher 2θ angles indicates a decrease in the interplanar spacing. 
Interestingly, for longer synthesis times (120 and 360 h) there is a shift in XRD peaks to lower 
2θ angles indicating an increase in interplanar spacings. The flexible nature of the CC3 crystals 
together with these changes in interplanar spacings suggest different degrees of packing of CC3, 
as well a contraction− expansion within this porous organic cage. To elucidate the CC3 phase 
observed in the experiments and the nature of the contraction−expansion, we compared 
experimental patterns with simulated XRD patterns on in-silico structures of CC3α and CC3β, 
the two phases of CC3 observed in previous work, with different degrees of expansions (see 
section 3.1). 
Figure 3. 4. Comparison of simulated XRD patterns with experimentally collected 
patterns in CC3 crystals synthesized at (a) 8 h, (b) 30 h, (c) 60 h, (d) 99 h, (e) 120 h, and 
(f) 360 h. Black: experimental patterns. Blue: simulated pattern on type I-contracted 
CC3α models. 2% for (a), (b), and (f), 3% for (c), 7% for (d), and 5% for (e). 
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The comparison conclusively rules out the presence of CC3β in the experiment based on the 
pronounced mismatch between CC3β simulated pattern (Figure 3.1) and the experimental ones. 
The presence of the CC3α phase in all experiments, on the other hand, is confirmed by the 
excellent matching between simulated CC3α patterns and the experimental ones, where the 
pattern shifting obtained with the different expanded/contracted in silico CC3α models 
correspond well with the shift observed in the experimental patterns corresponding to different 
crystallization times (especially, for the 60, 99, and 120 h samples). The pattern simulated on 
CC3α contracted by 2% from the original CSD structure overlaps well with the 30 and 360 h 
samples, which indicates that these samples agree well with the previously reported CC3 
samples. On the other hand, the measured patterns for the 60, 99, and 120 h samples agree much 
better with the simulated patterns on the in silico CC3 models with 3%, 7%, and 5% contraction, 
respectively, indicating the contraction of the CC3α unit cell in the experiments. From the 
comparison of the simulated and experimental patterns, it is not entirely clear whether the 
observed contraction of the CC3α phase is of type I (contraction of cage bonds) or of type II 
(contraction of spacing between cages). Both types of expansion result in the same degree of 
peak shifting. However, type I contraction results in XRD patterns with different relative peak 
intensities than those produced from type II contraction (Figure 3.5). Since the amorphous phase 
does not have a distinctive pattern, its presence in the experiment cannot be determined solely on 






To complement the XRD experiments, the structural evolution of CC3 crystals was 
followed by SEM, as shown in Figure 3.6. At 8 h, CC3 crystals displayed irregular ∼1.9 μm size 
particles. This synthesis time was not enough to form crystalline faceted particles. At 18 h, 
crystals rapidly grew to ∼14 μm. Although these crystals displayed a greater degree of faceting, 
they showed mostly irregular shapes. Longer synthesis times led to octahedral shapes (i.e., the 
typical morphology of CC3). At 30, 45, and 60 h the crystal size decreased to 4.2, ∼2.0, and 1.1 
μm, respectively. For the latter, a narrow size distribution was observed. From this point on, the 
crystal size increased to 2.2, 3.8, and 5.5 μm for synthesis times corresponding to 99, 120, and 
360 h, respectively. From these SEM images, it can be seen that CC3 crystals synthesized at 120 





Figure 3. 5. A comparison between XRD patterns resulting from type I to type II 
contractions. The colors range from light (1% contraction) to dark (7% contraction) for 






Figure 3. 6. Representative SEM images of CC3 crystals synthesized at (a) 8 h, (b) 18 h, (c) 
30 h, (d) 45 h, (e) 60 h, (f) 99 h, (g) 120 h, and (h) 360 h 
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Figure 3.7 shows the average crystal sizes as a function of synthesis time. Three 
distinctive crystal formation regimes can be suggested based on crystal size analysis. In the first 
regime, a rapid crystal growth from 8 to 18 h takes place. Some of the amorphous agglomerates 
(8 h) densify and transform into larger irregular crystals (18 h). In the second regime (from 18 to 
60 h), there is an intermediate stage in which crystal size decreases gradually with time. The 
crystal size decrease may be related to (i) crystal fragmentation, (ii) crystal dissolution, and/ or 
(iii) homogeneous nucleation of new crystals from solution. Representative SEM pictures for the 
sample synthesized at 18 h (Figure 3.6b, and Figure 3.8) indicate that there is fragmentation of 
larger crystals leading to smaller crystal sizes. During this fragmentation event, crystals detach 
from larger crystals. Specifically, regular hexagonal voids left by fragmented crystals with 
comparable sizes of those crystals synthesized at 30 h may explain (at least in part) the decrease 
in crystal size. In addition, it is likely that the decrease in crystal size in this regime will be due to 
re-dissolution of larger crystals into smaller ones. Finally, homogeneous nucleation162 from the 
parent liquid phase may lead to the formation of small crystals with narrow size distribution. 
Finally, in the last regime, there is a regrowth stage (from 60 to 360 h) in which there is a 
progressive increase in crystal size as a function of synthesis time. An Ostwald ripening 
mechanism163 in which small crystals disappear at the expense of growing larger crystals which 
are favored energetically is likely responsible for this continuous crystal growth. The Ostwald 
ripening effect has been observed in other microporous crystals including zeolitic imidazolate 
frameworks.61, 73, 164, 165 




As shown in Figure 3.9, the permanent porosity of CC3 samples was confirmed by 
collecting N2 adsorption isotherms at 77 K which revealed Brunauer−Emmett−Teller (BET) 
areas of 701, 658, 618, 692, 703, and 519 m2 /g for CC3 samples synthesized at reaction times of 
8, 30, 60, 99, 120, and 360 h, respectively. It should be noted that a meaningful comparison of 
these BET areas to characterize the materials needs to follow the application of four consistency 
criteria.160 These BET areas are within the range of reported BET areas for the polymorph CC3α 
and amorphous CC3 phases.125 The lowest BET area corresponded to the sample synthesized at 
the longest synthesis time (360 h). This value is in good agreement with the simulated BET area 
for CC3α (2% contraction), which was 523 m2 /g (Figure 3.9). This is consistent with the overall 
agreement between the simulated (on CC3α) and measured isotherms (on 360 h sample). Since 
other samples with different synthesis times present BET areas notably higher than the simulated 
one for the perfect CC3α crystal, we conclude that the 360 h sample is the most crystalline one, 
which seems to be consistent with the SEM images.  
 
Figure 3. 8. Representative SEM images of CC3 crystals synthesized at 18 hours. 




The higher BET areas of all other samples seem to suggest the coexistence of CC3α with 
an amorphous phase in the samples. To confirm that the presence of the amorphous phase is 
consistent with theoretical models, we calculated the BET area from a simulated N2 isotherm on 
a pseudoamorphous in silico model of CC3 (Section 3.2.4). The main characteristic of this model 
is the creation of additional porosity besides the intrinsic porosity of the CC3α cages. The 
simulated BET area in pseudoamorphous CC3 model was 1832 m2 /g, indicating that higher BET 
area was the result of the inefficient packing of the CC3 cages in the amorphous material (Figure 
3.10b) relative to the α phase (Figure 3.10a). The inefficient packing reduces the density of the 
material and creates “gaps” among the cages creates new adsorption sites for nitrogen not 
available in α phase. The obtained BET areas for our CC3- amorphous model are consistent with 
BET areas obtained from simulated isotherms on amorphous models proposed by Jiang et al.166 
Thus, although the presence of the amorphous phase in the samples was not clear from XRD 
patterns, is clearly suggested by the relative values of calculated BET areas. Note that the 
simulation on the pseudoamorphous model (Figure 3.10b) would provide the values for a pure 
amorphous phase. The saturation loadings and BET areas measured in the samples for synthesis 
Figure 3. 9. Experimental nitrogen isotherms at 77 K (solid lines) for CC3 samples obtained at 
different synthesis times and comparison to simulated isotherms (dashed lines). 
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time <360 h are intermediate values between the simulated values for CC3α and 
pseudoamorphous CC3, which indicates the synthesized samples to be a mixture of the two 
phases. 
 
Hasell et al.161 hypothesized that the increase in surface area in racemic and quasi-
racemic CC3 particles is related to a reduction in crystallinity. In this report, it was suggested 
that the increase in surface areas arose from a reduction in long range order leading to extra 
extrinsic microporosity between the CC3 cages. In our case, the degree of crystallinity increased 
with synthesis time. Specifically, as crystallinity increased the concentration of amorphous 
phases (disordered packing) decreased. 
Single component CO2 adsorption isotherms were collected at 298 and 278 K from 0 to 1 
atm for all synthesized CC3 samples at different reaction times. The adsorption isotherms at 1 
atm (760 Torr) and 298 K revealed CO2 uptakes of 54, 45, 47, 48, 52, and 32 cm3 /g, for CC3 
samples synthesized at reaction time of 8, 30, 60, 99, 120, and 360 h, respectively, whereas the 
corresponding values at 278 K were found to be 97, 69, 77, 61, 63, and 38 cm3 /g, respectively 
(Figure 3.11). As expected, the CO2 uptakes decreased with increasing temperature. For both 
studied temperatures, the highest CO2 uptake was observed for the 8 h synthesized sample, while 
the lowest uptake was observed for the 360 h synthesized sample. This is in good agreement with 
Figure 3. 10. In silico structural models for CC3α and amorphous CC3. For clarity, 
hydrogen atoms are omitted and each individual POC is colored differently. These 
structures were used in XRD pattern and nitrogen adsorption simulations. (A) CC3α 




the presence of high concentration of amorphous phases (sample synthesized at 8 h) in which 
higher gas uptake is taking place, vs the well crystallized CC3α phase (sample synthesized at 360 
h) in which lower gas uptake is observed. 
 
3.3 Conclusions 
The crystal evolution of a prototypical type of porous organic cage, CC3, as a function of 
synthesis time is demonstrated. We identified three different crystal formation stages for CC3: (i) 
rapid crystal growth stage, which was favored at short synthesis times (at this stage, amorphous 
agglomerates transformed into larger irregular particles); (ii) intermediate stage in which crystal 
size decreased as a function of synthesis time (this behavior was related to crystal fragmentation, 
crystal re-dissolution, and or homogeneous nucleation); (iii) regrowth stage (favored at longer 
synthesis times), in which crystals coalesced through Ostwald ripening leading to a continuous 
crystal size increase. Molecular simulation studies, based on the construction of in silico CC3 
models and simulation of XRD patterns and nitrogen isotherms, confirm the samples at different 
synthesis times to be a mixture of CC3α and CC3- amorphous phases. The CC3α phase is found 
to contract at different synthesis times, and the amorphous phase if found to essentially disappear 
at the longest synthesis time. Adsorption properties of the resultant CC3 phases for CO2 and N2 
were highly dependent on synthesis time. 
Figure 3. 11. Single component CO2 adsorption isotherms collected at (a) 298 K and (b) 278 




 MICROWAVE ASSISTED SYNTHESIS OF POROUS ORGANIC CAGES CC3 AND CC2 
 
Modified from: J. Lucero,‡3 C. Osuna,3 J.M. Crawford,3 M.A. Carreon,*3 “Microwave Assisted 
Synthesis of Porous Organic Cages CC3 and CC2”, CrystEngComm 2019, 21, 4534-4537 
In this chapter we investigate the application of microwave treatment for the rapid 
production of POCs CC2 and CC3. Microwave irradiation treatment time as analyzed as a 
parameter to obtain highly crystalline CC2 and CC3. The details, such as the microwave 
synthesis procedure and characterization of CC3 is described in the following paragraphs and 
published in CrystEngComm, 2019, 21,4534-4537.  
4.1 Synthesis of POCs via Microwave Irradiation 
To date, POCs have been prepared via batch synthesis (solvothermal synthesis) at room 
temperature or through a dynamic flow synthesis.167 Microwave treatment represents an 
alternative synthetic approach. Microwave heating offers the following distinctive features:84 (1) 
higher heating rates than those of conventional heating; (2) no wall or heating diffusion effects; 
(3) selective heating due to the difference in the way chemicals and contaminants interact in the 
presence of microwaves; (4) no “hot spots”. Typically, microwave heating leads to smaller and 
more uniform crystals, which is highly desirable for many functional applications in which 
crystals with a narrow size distribution are desired. Several porous crystals, including zeolites,77, 
168 mesoporous oxides,80, 169 and metal–organic frameworks,80, 85 have been synthesized via 
microwave synthesis. Herein, we report the successful synthesis of two prototypical types of 
porous organic cages, denoted as CC3 and CC2. To the best of our knowledge, we demonstrate 
for the first time the successful synthesis of any porous organic cage synthesized via microwave 
synthesis. 
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4.2 Experimental Methods  
The details of CC2 and CC3 synthesis, and characterization are described in this section.  
4.2.1 Synthesis of CC3 crystals via microwave 
For synthesis of CC3, in a Teflon liner, 25 mL of dichloromethane was slowly added to 
100 mg of 1, 3, 5-triformylbenzene, followed by 100 µL of trifluoroacetic acid for the catalysis 
of the formation of the imine bond. A separate solution, was prepared by the addition of 102 mg 
of (±)- trans-1, 2-diaminocylcohexane in 25 mL of dichloromethane. The diamine solution was 
added slowly to the aldehyde solution in the Teflon liner, and sealed with a XP1500 vessel. The 
vessel was placed in a CEM Mars 5 microwave, a thermocouple was inserted into the vessel for 
temperature control. The selected program ramped the temperature over a course of 5 minutes to 
a hold temperature of 100°C, by supplying 100% of 400w of power. The max temperature was 
held for 5, 15, 30, and 60 minutes. The vessel was allowed to cool to room temperature before 
removal. The resulting solution was opaque with many white precipitates visible. Ethanol was 
added to the solution in a 60/40 ratio (EtOH/DCM), before centrifugation to afford a white 
product. The powder was washed 2X with clean ethanol, and allowed to dry in an oven at 80°C. 
4.2.2 Synthesis of CC2 crystals via microwave 
In a typical synthesis, acetonitrile (20 mL) was added to 1,3,5-triformylbenzene (83 mg) 
in a Teflon liner at room temperature. In a separate glass beaker, acetonitrile (10 ml) was added 
to 1,2-diaminopropane (58 mg). After 5 minutes, the diamine solution was slowly added to the 
Teflon liner. Acetonitrile (20 mL) was added to reach a total volume of 50 mL. Teflon liner was 
sealed, and placed in the microwave (CEM Mars 5). The temperature was ramped to 50°C over a 
course of 5 minutes, and held for 8 hours. The power was set to 100% of 400w. The solution was 
then transferred to a glass beaker, covered with Parafilm, and allowed to sit under ambient 
conditions. The resultant solution was filtered through a Whatman filter (Cat. No. 1001-070), 







Powder X-ray diffraction patterns were analyzed using a Siemens Kristalloflex800, 
operated at 25 mA, 30 kV, Cu Kα1 radiation. Two theta ranges were from 2θ° = 5°- 35°. FE-
SEM images were collected on a JEOL ISM-7000F with an accelerating voltage of 2.0 – 5.0 kV. 
Before imaging, all samples were gold sputter coated using a Hummer IV Sputtering System 
(Au/C coater). BET surface areas, external surface areas, and porosity information, was extracted 
from nitrogen isotherm data collected at 77 K, on a Micromeritics, ASAP 2020 porosity 
analyzer. Prior to BET analysis, samples were degassed at 180 °C, under vacuum for 6 hours. 
FTIR data was collected on a ThermoFisher, Nicolet iS50, equipped with a built-in diamond 
ATR. All samples were analyzed as powders. 
4.3 Results and Discussion 
Fig. 1 shows the XRD patterns of the CC3 crystals synthesized via microwave synthesis 
as a function of synthesis time. All the XRD patterns correspond to the common topology of 
CC3α crystals. Notably, the CC3 crystals were synthesized at times as short as only 5 minutes, 
which is comparable to a previous study that used optimal dynamic flow to achieve a resonance 
time of 10 minutes.167 Additionally, CC3 formation via a conventional solvothermal approach 
requires at least several hours, or days.135 When the CC3 was synthesized via microwave 
synthesis for 15 minutes, the sample showed a slight XRD peak displacement as compared to the 
calculated XRD pattern. This inconsistency suggests that a small change occurred in the unit cell 
volume of the porous organic cage crystal.161 The sample also exhibits a shift in the XRD peaks 
to lower two theta angles, indicating an increase in the interplanar spacing. The samples 
synthesized at 30 and 60 minutes show similar XRD peak positions, as compared to the 
calculated CC3α XRD pattern. The observed changes in the interplanar spacing, between the 
sample synthesized for 15 minutes and the others, illustrate the flexible nature of CC3, as well as 
its ability to exhibit different packing densities. Our group has observed the CC3 flexibility in a 







Fig. 4.2 shows the representative SEM pictures of the microwave synthesized CC3 
crystals. All the samples show a highly crystalline faceted octahedral shape, which is the typical 
morphology of CC3. The samples synthesized at 5, 15 and 30 minutes show a very regular and 
narrow crystal size distribution. The sample synthesized at 60 minutes shows a broader crystal 
size distribution. The samples synthesized at short microwave synthesis times displayed the 
smallest crystal sizes and a narrow size distribution. Specifically, the average crystal size 
(quantified by SEM) for the samples synthesized at 5 minutes and 15 minutes was 0.83 ± 0.2 μm 
and 0.78 ± 0.2 μm, respectively. At 30 minutes of microwave synthesis, the crystal size increased 
to 1.1 ± 0.3 μm. Finally, at 60 minutes, a considerable crystal growth of 6.7 ± 3.2 μm was 
observed. From 30 to 60 minutes, there is a considerable increase in the crystal size. Sintering 
and the Ostwald ripening mechanism,163 in which small crystals disappear at the expense of 
Figure 4. 1. XRD patterns of microwave synthesized CC3α at 5, 15, 30, and 60 minutes. For 
comparison, the calculated pattern of CC3α is shown. 
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growing energetically favorable larger crystals, are likely responsible for this continuous crystal 
growth. Fig. 3 shows the CC3 average crystal sizes as a function of microwave synthesis time. 
 
Table 1 summarizes the textural properties of the microwave synthesized CC3 crystals. 
The BET surface areas extracted from N2 isotherms (Fig. 4.3) for all the samples were in the 
range of 464–509 m2/g. The apparent BET surface area and the simulated BET area for CC3α are 
in the ~410-523 m2/g range. 161, 170 Interestingly, it has been hypothesized that an increase in the 
surface area in racemic and quasi-racemic CC3 crystals is related to a reduction in crystallinity. 
135 In their report, the authors suggested that the increase in the surface area arises from a 





Figure 4. 2. Representative SEM images of the CC3a crystals synthesized via microwave 






Table 4. 1. Textural properties of the CC3 microwave synthesized samples. 
Figure 4. 3. Adsorption (filled circles)/ desorption (open squares) isotherms for 
CC3 synthesized via microwave for 5 min (purple), 15 min (blue), 30 min (red), 
and 60 min (dark green).  
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Table 1 shows that the higher surface area samples are those having the largest micropore 
volume contributions, as confirmed by the pore distributions shown in Fig. 4.4. The higher BET 
area of the 60-minute synthesized sample is likely the result of the inefficient packing of the CC3 
cages resulting in the presence of some amorphous agglomerates (Fig. 4.2, 60 minutes). In 
principle, this inefficient packing reduces the density of the material, creating gaps among the 
cages leading to additional adsorption sites for nitrogen, and therefore to higher surface areas. The 
FT-IR spectra (Fig. 4.5) and details about the key bond stretches of the microwave synthesized 
samples confirm the CC3 structure. We can confirm an alkane C-H stretch appearing at 3000-2840 
cm-1, C-N stretches at 1250-1020 cm-1, a conjugated alkene stretch at 1650-1600 cm-1, and the 
imine C=N stretch is visible from 1690-1640 cm-1, These are the main stretches which indicate 
bonding within the cage molecule.  
 
 




Fig. 4.6 shows the 1-D 1H NMR spectra of microwave synthesized CC3 and CC2. After 
we synthesized the racemate of CC3, which has low solubility in most solvents,161 the 
supernatant was analyzed by NMR spectroscopy. A soluble dissymmetric cage reported by Slater 
et al. is present within the supernatant. The 1H NMR spectra confirm the structure of both CC2 
and CC3. 
During microwave irradiation, energy transfer occurs in nanoseconds, resulting in a high 
instantaneous temperature of the molecules.171 This high local temperature promotes faster 
reaction rates, as compared to those of conventional heating methods. Therefore, the observed 
small crystal size of the microwave synthesized CC3 crystals may be related to a high nucleation 
rate. Furthermore, microwaves lead to an enhancement of the dissolution of reactants at very 
short times, leading to the formation of a high concentration of small nuclei. Eventually, the 
crystallization of these nuclei due to the rapid consumption of the reactants leads to small 




crystals with a narrow size distribution. Additionally, the rac-CC3 crystal is known to form 
quickly after the CC3 molecule formation.161 
 
 
Typically, the room temperature formation of the CC3 crystals requires synthesis times of 
at least 8 hours.170 Fig. 4.7 shows a CC3 sample synthesized via a solvothermal approach for 8 
hours. For direct comparison, this sample was prepared with the exact same precursor 
composition as the microwave synthesized samples, but a bit more concentrated (16.6 mg mL−1 
TFB/VTot,DCM vs. 2 mg mL−1 TFB/VTot,DCM). High dilution conditions have been shown to be 
more efficient for this type of cage formation. 135, 172 XRD shows the peaks corresponding to the 
CC3 structure. However, the peaks are broader, indicating a low degree of relative crystallinity. 
The crystal size for this solvothermally synthesized sample was ∼2 μm with a broader size 
distribution (±1.8 μm) and irregularly shaped crystals. This size is more than double the size of 
Figure 4. 6. 1-D 1H NMR spectra (CDCl3) of microwave synthesized CC3, and CC2. 
Since the precipitate of CC3 has very low solubility in most solvents,163 the supernatant 
was dried from DCM and re-dissolved in CDCl3. The NMR spectra for the CC3 
supernatant is comparable to the NMR spectra of the soluble dissymmetric cage CC3-
RS/CC3-SR which remains dissolved in solution.152 
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the sample synthesized for 5 minutes in the microwave synthesis. Although rac-CC3 crystals 
with an average size of <1 μm and a narrow size distribution have been reported,161 these crystals 
synthesized solvothermally still require ∼3–5 days to form the homochiral cages CC3-S and 
CC3-R before mixing.170 
 
The microwave synthesis approach was successfully extended to another prototypical 
type of POC, denoted as CC2. This POC has a limiting pore aperture of ∼3.6 Å, (similar to CC3) 
and is formed by the condensation of 1,3,5- triformylbenzene with 1,2-diaminopropane. Fig. 4.8 
shows the PXRD patterns and a representative SEM image of the CC2 crystals synthesized via 
microwaves. The XRD peaks of this sample microwave synthesized for 8 hours agree well with 
the simulated pattern of CC2 (Fig. 4.8a). The Langmuir surface area of this sample was ∼620 m2 
g−1, and also in close agreement with the reported Langmuir surface area of 600 m2 g−1 for 
CC2.128 Fig. 4.9a shows the N2 isotherm and pore distribution for this sample. This sample (Fig. 
4.9b) shows a needlelike morphology or p3 symmetry. This morphology is characteristic of CC2 
crystals. In contrast to CC3, the formation of the observed CC2 crystals requires longer synthesis 
times (8 hours). Nevertheless, the CC2 crystals were synthesized in a few hours, as compared to 
a conventional batch approach,128 which requires several days. For the formation of discrete 
Figure 4. 7. (a) PXRD pattern of CC3a synthesized at room temperature in a batch synthesis 




cages, rather than oligo- or polymeric by-products, longer synthesis times are needed for 






Figure 4. 8. (a) PXRD patterns of calculated CC2 (black)128 and microwave synthesized CC2 
(magenta). (b) SEM image of microwave synthesized CC2. 





In summary, porous organic cage CC3 crystals were synthesized via a microwave-
assisted approach. The uniform, fast and localized heating provided by microwaves led to the 
formation of small crystallites with a narrow size distribution. Specifically, the crystallite sizes of 
CC3 were in the ∼0.8–1.1 micron size range for microwave synthesis times less than 30 minutes, 
as compared to a conventional solvothermal treatment in which several hours are required to 
form this POC with larger crystal size. For microwave synthesis, only a few minutes were 
required to synthesize small CC3 crystals with a narrow size distribution. The PXRD patterns 
confirmed the formation of a CC3α structure and a contraction–expansion effect associated with 
the flexible nature of this POC. The resultant crystals displayed BET surface areas in the 464–
509 m2 g−1 range. To our best knowledge, we demonstrated here for the first time the successful 
microwave synthesis of two prototypical porous organic cages. The fast synthesis of narrow size 
distribution POC crystals makes microwave synthesis a highly appealing approach for the 




CHAPTER 5  
SOLVOTHERMAL SYNTHESIS IS POROUS ORGANIC CAGE CC3 IN THE PRESENCE 
OF DIMETHYLFORMAMIDE AS SOLVENT 
 
Modified from: J. Lucero,‡4 J.M. Crawford,4 C. Osuna,4 M.A. Carreon,*4 “Solvothermal 
Synthesis of Porous Organic Cage CC3 in the Presence of Dimethylformamide as Solvent”, 
CrystEngComm 2019, 21, 5039-5044 
 In this chapter, we introduce a new synthetic method for the production of CC3. We 
introduced a non-traditional solvent, DMF, for the production of CC3. We also studied the 
effects of solvothermal treatment on the overall morphological, and textural properties of CC3. 
The details of the synthetic procedures, and characterization methods are discussed below. The 
results of the study are also discussed in this chapter, and have been published in 
CrystEngComm 2019, 21, 5039-5044. 
5.1 Alternative Synthetic Methods for the Control of CC3 Formation 
The prototypical POC, CC3, is typically synthesized from the trialdehyde-1,3,5-
triformylbenzene, and a chiral ((±)-trans, R,R-(−), or S,S-(+)) 1,2-diaminocyclohexane in a 4 : 6 
molar ratio in the presence of dichloromethane or chloroform as solvents. The racemic mixture 
of the trans diamine is preferred, due to a reduction in cost, and increased resistance to acid gas 
of the final mixed racemate cage product.173 Recently, it has been shown, that use of the 
racemate diamine will yield 4 types of CC3 cage products, a co-crystal precipitate, CC3-R/CC3 
S, comprised of homochiral CC3-R and CC3-S cages, and heterochiral cages CC3-SR, and CC3 
RS. 149 This cage has a pore cavity of 4.4 Å, and a limiting pore window of 3.6 Å, making it 
highly attractive for noblegas separations, in particular Xe/Kr.142, 174 If the heterochiral and 
homochiral cage products were separated, their crystal crystalline phases would reveal different 
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space group symmetries.149 Homochiral CC3-R has been well known to thermodynamically 
favor the CC3α phase, packing in a window-to-window arrangement, and produce 3-D 
diamondoid pores within FCC crystals. The co-crystal precipitates quickly out of solution 
following its formation,161 due to the energetically favorable chiral recognition between the two 
opposing homochiral cages.161, 175 The heterochiral cages however, remain soluble in the 
synthesis solution, but can be precipitated using hexane to crystallize in a trigonal space group 
(R3) symmetry. The apparent Brunauer Emmett Teller (BET) surface area of CC3α ranges from ∼409–819 m2 g−1, depending on the speed of crystallization,161 while the SABET of the 
heterochiral cage product is ∼800 m2 g−1.  
Morphological control over crystal size, shape, intergrowth, and phase has been shown to 
be important in applications such as membrane synthesis,53, 176 and catalysis,17720 among others. 
Morphological control of other types of porous crystalline materials, such as zeolites and metal 
organic frameworks, has been accomplished typically through the use of additives,178, 179 solvent 
environment,73 and solvothermal treatment.180 Recent computational studies181, 182 have aimed at 
discovering new porous organic cages through the use of new algorithms and the investigation of 
solvent effects. There are few emerging experimental studies on defect and morphological 
control in POCs,161, 170, 183, 184 but control using the latter mentioned methods are lacking for this 
class of materials. 
The central objective of this study, is to tune the morphological, structural, and textural 
properties of CC3-R/CC3-S by an in situ solvothermal synthesis approach, employing a 
nontraditional solvent for the synthesis of POC CC3. Specifically, N,N-dimethylformamide 
(DMF) was employed as solvent for the growth of CC3 crystals. The rationale of using DMF as 
solvent is because of its polar aprotic nature, and high dielectric constant, which can readily 
dissolve trialdehydes. We report the effect of stirring, and solvothermal treatment on the 
morphology and formation of CC3-racemate crystals. Through solvothermal treatment, we 
demonstrate the formation of CC3-racemate crystals in situ, and an increase of heterochiral cages 
with solvothermal treatment time. Our experimental findings corroborate with the in silico CC3 
racemate models reported by Liu et al.,149 and experimentally show how these molecules pack 
and nucleate to form large racemic crystals from the desolvation of only one solvent. To the best 
of our knowledge this is the first evidence of preparation of CC3-R/ CC3-S, and CC3-RS/CC3 
SR, using this synthetic approach, and solvent.  
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5.2 Experimental Methods 
The CC3-R/CC3-S in this study was synthesized using the procedure described in section 
5.2.1. To determine the effect of mixing on cage formation in DMF, two experiments were 
performed at room temperature for 4 days. The first experiment entailed the slow addition of the 
diamine solution to the aldehyde solution to prevent mixing. The second experiment involved 
mixing the two solutions on a stir plate at 300rpm. After 4 days, each sample was separated by 
centrifugation, washed with clean DMF 3X, and dried overnight in a vacuum oven at 110 °C. 
These experiments allow us to elucidate the effect of stirring in the formation of CC3 crystals. In 
a second set of experiments, we evaluated the effect of solvothermal treatment time on the 
formation of CC3. Specifically, the mixed solution was added to a Teflon lined autoclave and 
treated in an oven at 100 °C for various times. 
5.2.1 Synthesis Non-stirred Experiments 
The aldehyde solution was made by adding 0.150 g of 1,3,5-triformylbenzene (98%, 
ACROS Organics) to a glass beaker followed by the slow and careful addition of 12 mL of 
DMF. In a separate beaker, a molar excess amount (0.170 g) of (±)-trans-1,2-
diaminocyclohexane (98%, Sigma Aldrich) was added to 12 mL of DMF (99.8%, Sigma 
Aldrich). The diamine solution was very carefully layered onto the aldehyde solution to prevent 
mixing. The reaction was covered and allowed to sit at room temperature for 4 days. After 1 day 
of reacting, the solution turned from clear to neon yellow in color, and white precipitates were 
observed at the bottom of the beaker. After 4 days, the solution was centrifuged for 10 minutes at 
4000 rpm to obtain the product and washed with clean DMF 3X. The powder was then allowed 
to dry in a vacuum oven at 110°C overnight. (Yield 14%) 
5.2.2 Synthesis of Stirred Experiments 
The aldehyde solution was made by adding 0.150 g of 1,3,5-triformylbenzene to a glass 
beaker followed by the addition of 12 mL of DMF. In a separate beaker, a molar excess1 amount 
(0.170 g) of (±)-trans-1,2-diaminocyclohexane was added to 12 mL of DMF. The two solutions 
were mixed together quickly, covered, and placed on a stir plate at 300 rpm, to stir for 4 days at 
room temperature. After 1 day of reacting, the solution turned from clear to turbid neon yellow in 
color, due to the precipitated mixed chiral cages in solution. After 4 days, the solution was 
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centrifuged for 10 minutes at 4000 rpm to obtain the product and washed with clean DMF 3X. 
The powder was then allowed to dry in a vacuum oven at 110°C overnight. (Yield 14%) 
5.2.3 Solvothermal Experiments 
The cage synthesis solution was made using the same procedure as the stirred experiments. After 
3 days of stirring at room temperature, the reaction mixture was added to a Teflon lined stainless 
steel autoclave and placed in an oven for solvothermal treatment. A heating rate of 20°C/min to 
100°C was used. Sample (c), (e), (f), and (g), were held at 100°C for 12-h, 16-h, 24-h, and 3-
days respectively. After the holding temperature step was complete, the reaction decreased in 
temperature at a rate of 10°C/min to room temperature. Sample (d) followed the same heating 
rate to 100°C and was held for 12-h, it decreased in temperature at the same rate as above to 
50°C, where it was held at this lower temperature for an additional 12 hours. After 12 hours, the 
autoclave was set on the bench top to cool to room temperature. Samples (c), (d), (e), (f), and (g) 
were centrifuged at 4000 rpm for 5 minutes to afford the crystalline product, and washed 3X 
with clean DMF. The powered was allowed to dry in a vacuum oven at 110°C overnight. (Yield 
= 29.8%, 35.6%, 37.6%, 51.9%, 60% for samples e, d, c, f, and g respectively) 
5.2.4 Testing for the Presence of Soluble Heterochiral Cage 
To prove that soluble heterochiral cages were being synthesized, we performed a small but 
efficient analysis. We repeated the 24-hour solvothermal treatment experiment, and instead of 
centrifuging the solution, we filtered the solution to ideally separate the co-crystal precipitates 
from the soluble cages in DMF. The precipitates were washed copiously with clean DMF to 
ensure most of the soluble cages were obtained in the filtrate. The filtrate was then dried from 
DMF under vacuum conditions. The dried filtrate powder was then analyzed by PXRD. The 
XRD pattern was then analyzed using Rietveld Refinement in the GSAS-II software.185 Two 
crystal phases were refined; CC3α, and the dissymmetric cage, (CC3-SR,RS). Final refinement 
results: Number of function calls: 5. No. of observations: 601. No. of parameters: 28. User 
rejected: 0. Sp. gp. extinct: 0. Refinement time = 38.551s, 38.551/cycle, for 1 cycle. 
wR=12.96%, chi2= 740.402, GOF = 1.14. 
5.2.5 Elucidating the Effect of DMF as Solvent 
Table 5.2 summarizes the experimental conditions used for these experiments. After each 
experiment, the resulting solution was centrifuged to afford a precipitate product, and a 
supernatant product. The precipitate was washed additionally, similar to the procedure above, 
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and allowed to dry. The supernatant species was dried from solvent (DMF, DCM, or both), and 
re-dissolved in a small amount of DCM (~3 mL), with stirring. About 10 mL of hexane, was 
added to the solution following Slater et al.’s procedure, in order to precipitate any dissymmetric 
cages left in the supernatant.152 Solids formed after adding hexane were filtered. The filtrate, and 
filtered products were further analyzed using XRD, and SEM. Additionally their final mass, and 
yields were quantitatively measured. 
5.2.6 Characterization  
PXRD. Powdered X-Ray Diffraction data was collected using a X’Pert PRO MPD X-ray 
Diffraction system operated at 30 kV and 25 mA with a Cu Kα1 radiation (λ=1.54059 Å). SEM. 
Scanning electron microscopy was performed on a JEOL JSM-7000F operated at an accelerating 
voltage between 4-8 kV. Thermogravimetric Analysis. TGA was performed on a TA 
Instruments (Q150), the samples were heated at a rate of 10°C/min from room temperature to 
800°C. FTIR. Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy was performed using a DGTS 
detector on a Thermo Nicolet iS50 ATR FT-IR-Spectrometer using 15 scans, and 4 cm-1 
resolution. Surface Area Analysis. BET areas, external surface areas, and pore volumes were 
extracted from collected nitrogen adsorption-desorption isotherms on an ASAP 2020 
Porosimeter by Micromeritics. Prior to this analysis the samples were degassed at 180°C for 6 
hours. Rietveld Refinement. Refinement calculations on PXRD patterns were analyzed using 
GSAS-II software.2 Nuclear Magnetic Resonance. 1-D 1H NMR spectra were collected on a 
JEOL 500 MHZ liquid state NMR, in CDCl3 
5.3 Results and Discussion 
PXRD was used to characterize the crystalline phases of each sample synthesized in the 
presence of DMF. The powder diffraction data along with calculated powder patterns of CC3α, 
is shown in Fig. 5.1. Both samples synthesized at room temperature with and without stirring, 
display broad peaks which match with the position of the calculated peaks corresponding to 
CC3α structure. The room temperature stirred sample shows a slight increase in relative 
crystallinity, especially in the most prominent CC3α peak corresponding to the plane (2 2 2) at 
2θ∼12.4°. The broad peaks in these samples suggest amorphous character,161 likely resulting 





Fig. 5.2 shows representative SEM images of non-stirred and stirred CC3 crystals. The 
effect of stirring vs. non-stirring of the synthesis solution at room temperature is evident. The 
crystallites shown in Fig. 2.a are homogenous ∼1.1 ± 0.5 μm in size (quantified by SEM), 
displaying spherical morphology. Fig. 2.b is the stirred sample with a crystal size of ∼1.2 ± 0.5 
μm, and faceted octahedral crystals – the typical morphology of CC3. In the presence of DMF, 
stirring had a profound effect on the kinetics of cage formation, and morphology of the resultant 
crystals. Stirring affects the kinetics by which the solutes will dissolve in the solvent. 
Specifically, the kinetics of saturation will be different for the non-stirred vs. stirred case, leading 
to distinctive crystal growth which is reflected in the final morphology of the crystals (sphere-
like vs. octahedral-like). Stirring allows a better interaction between the solutes and solvent 
leading to rapid precipitation of CC3-R/CC3- S. In the absence of stirring, the concentration of 
solutes is high, and gradually decreases, while in the stirring case, this concentration rapidly 
decreases and become steady (Fig. 5.2)  
 





The kinetics of this concentration gradient should affect the overall crystallization 
process affecting the resultant crystal size, shape, and distribution. In principle, the most 
thermodynamically stable, and simplest form that a colloidal particle can adopt in solution during 
nucleation and growth is the spherical shape. In the non-stirred case, this shape is likely preferred 
due to: (a) the higher concentration of solutes leading to a faster supersaturation (solute 
concentration/solubility ratio), and (b) lower local thermal energy associated to the stagnant 
solution (non-stirred case) leading to the lowest energy spherical shape configuration. The 
formation of CC3 spherical shapes has been documented previously. Hasell et al.161 described 
morphological changes by mixing dissolved solutions of pre-synthesized, pure chiral CC3-R, and 
CC3-S in DCM at different rates. In this report, the authors obtain CC3-R/CC3-S precipitates 




Figure 5. 2. Time elapsed photos of stirred and non-stirred experiments. The third day is 




Fig. 5.4 shows PXRD patterns for CC3 samples synthesized solvothermally for different times at 
100 °C. Incremental increases of time for solvothermal treatment lead to sharper narrowing of 
peaks in the patterns (as compared to the samples synthesized only at room temperature) 
suggesting enhanced crystallinity. Interestingly, this data along with SEM imaging, and 
refinement calculations, (Fig. 5.5), confirms that a mixture of CC3α, and heterochiral CC3 
RS/CC3-SR crystals are present in these samples, which is apparent by the appearances of peaks 
at 2θ∼7°, 2θ∼13.5°, 2θ∼18.1°, 2θ∼18.7°, 2θ∼19.4°, 2θ∼23°, and 2θ∼24.9°. From our previous 
study discussed in Chapter 3, the observed slight peak shifts for some of these samples to lower 
2θ angles, originate from unit cell changes in the CC3 crystal. Furthermore, the co-existence of 
the two types of cages is well documented.,163  











Figure 5. 4 PXRD patterns of (a) calculated CC3 α,2 (b) calculated CC3-SR/CC3-RS,5 (c) 3 
day RT stir + 12 h@100 °C solvothermal, (d) 3 day RT stir + 12 h@100 °C + 12 h@50 °C 
solvothermal, (e) 3 day RT stir + 16 h@100 °C solvothermal, (f) 3 day RT stir + 24 h@100 




Fig. 5.6 shows the TGA profiles for the synthesized CC3 samples. All samples 
synthesized exhibit thermal stability up to ∼325 °C. This temperature is comparable to the 
thermal stability of CC3 crystals synthesized in the presence of DCM. FTIR spectra in Fig. 5.7 
confirm CC3 conformation in all samples.128 With extended solvothermal treatment, the product 
yield of CC3-racemic steadily increased up to 60%, due to the addition of heating to promote 
reversibility of the Shiff type reaction in the absence of an acid catalyst.135 
 
 
Figure 5. 5. Refinement plot (a), and data, (b), showing phase fractions of filtrate from 3 day 











Figure 5. 6. TGA profiles for (a) 4 day RT non-stirred, (b) 4 day RT stir, (c) 3 day RT 
stir + 12h@100°C solvothermal, (d) 3 day RT stir + 12h@100°C +12h@50°C solvothermal, 
(e) 3 day RT stir + 16h@100°C solvothermal, (f) 3 day RT stir + 24h@100°C solvothermal, 




Figure 5. 7 Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy spectra for (a) 4 day RT non-stirred, (b) 4 
day RT stir, (c) 3 day RT stir + 12h@100°C solvothermal, (d) 3 day RT stir + 12h@100°C 
+12h@50°C solvothermal, (e) 3 day RT stir + 16h@100°C solvothermal, (f) 3 day RT stir + 
24h@100°C solvothermal, (g) 3 day RT stir + 3d@100°C solvothermal. 
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The heterochiral CC3-RS/CC3-SR crystals exhibit a trigonal crystal system and space 
group R3, while CC3α, when synthesized in DCM, (CC3-R, CC3-S, and CC3-R/CC3-S) 
crystallizes in an octahedral morphology with a cubic space group F4132.128, 152 The morphology 
of the heterochiral crystals has not been well documented due to the very small crystals obtained 
through the hexane precipitation method. Fig. 5.8 depicts the morphology of the CC3-racemic 
crystals as a function of solvothermal treatment time. Upon close inspection of Fig. 5.8a, a 
mixture of large and submicron sized octahedral crystals, along with a large hexagonal-like 
crystal, are efficiently intergrown. Samples (b), and (c) illustrate the growth progression of the 
CC3-SR/CC3-RS crystals with prolonged solvothermal treatment. Extended solvothermal 
treatment, ((d) and (e)), resulted in steady growth due to Ostwald ripening of crystals up to a 
maximum of ∼80 μm, and a larger population of hexagonal crystals. This observation was 
confirmed by analyzing the PXRD patterns, (f), and (g) in Fig. 5.4. The overall patterns had a 
large contribution from the CC3-RS/CC3-SR crystals, based off the steady increase in intensity 
of the most prominent peaks of the heterochiral cage crystals at 2θ∼17.1°, and 2θ∼19.7°. 
Treatment for 24 hours resulted in improved crystal intergrowth of the racemic crystal. 
In our DMF solvothermal system, a higher concentration of heterochiral cages are being 
produced over the homochiral cages to form the co-crystal α-phase precipitate. We hypothesize 
that this may be due to the prolonged heating step during the solvothermal synthesis, since this 
increases the reversibility of the Shiff type reaction as mentioned earlier. In principle, the cages 
have a longer time to repeatedly form, and break down, allowing more time for the cages to 
exchange linkers in a dissymmetric fashion to allow the formation of the heterochiral cages. 
Because DMF is a more effective solvent in terms of dielectric constant, and ability to solubilize 
TFB, the cage molecules during hydrothermal synthesis take longer to form because of higher 
linker–DMF interactions rather than linker–linker interactions. Homochiral cages are not formed 










Figure 5. 8. SEM images of solvothermally treated samples. (a) 3 day RT stir + 12 h@100 °C 
solvothermal, (b) 3 day RT stir + 12 h@100 °C + 12 h@50 °C solvothermal, (c) 3 day RT stir + 
16 h@100 °C solvothermal, (d) 3 day RT stir + 24 h@100 °C solvothermal, (e) 3 day RT stir + 
3d@100 °C solvothermal. All scale bars are 1 μm. 
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 The synthesized CC3 samples in the presence of DMF displayed the typical high surface 
areas reported for this POC.142 Specifically, Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) surface areas 
(Table 5.1) of 462 m2/g, 511 m2/g, 525 m2/g, 410 m2/g, 452 m2/g, 438 m2/g, 401 m2/g were 
collected from N2 adsorption/desorption isotherms (Fig. 5.9) for samples (a)–(g) respectively. 
Although sample (a) does not show well defined crystallinity in the PXRD patterns, it shows a 
relatively high surface area. In principle, the relative low crystallinity of this sample leads to 
inefficient packing, reducing the density of the material, and creating gaps among the cages 
leading to additional adsorption sites for nitrogen, and therefore to higher observed surface areas. 
Sample (c) has a surface area very close to that of pure CC3β-R, because CC3 SR/CC3-RS and 
CC3β both pack into 1-D pore channels.147 Pure CC3-SR/CC3-RS has a BET surface area of 800 
m2/g therefore our surface areas do not reach this maximum due to the mixture of cage types 
within our racemic crystals. With prolonged solvothermal treatment time, the surface areas 
steadily decrease to 401 m2/g. This decrease can be explained by both the large increase in 
crystal size, and crystallinity, with respect to solvothermal synthesis time.170 In addition, the 
isotherms in Fig. 5.9 no longer exhibit a type I isotherm, and instead, they begin to exhibit a type 
II isotherm with hysteresis.  
 Fig. 5.10 contains the pore distributions of each sample. With an increase of solvothermal 
treatment, an increase in mesoporosity is introduced into this system, with broader pore 
distributions. Therefore, in terms of pore size distribution, the synthesized samples show “poor 
crystalline” CC3-R crystal structure.161 This effect is also consistent with reports from Slater et 




Figure 5. 9. N2 Adsorption and desorption isotherms @ 77 K. Filled circles indicate adsorption, 
while open circles indicate desorption. (dark blue) 4 day RT non-stirred, (purple) 4 day RT stir, 
(red) 3 day RT stir + 12h@100°C solvothermal, (light blue) 3 day RT stir + 12h@100°C 
+12h@50°C solvothermal, (orange) 3 day RT stir + 16h@100°C solvothermal, (green) 3 day RT 
stir + 24h@100°C solvothermal, (pink) 3 day RT stir + 3d@100°C solvothermal. 




Figure 5. 10. BJH pore distribution plots for (a) 4 day RT non-stirred, (b) 4 day RT stir, (c) 3 
day RT stir + 12h@100°C solvothermal, (d) 3 day RT stir + 12h@100°C +12h@50°C 
solvothermal, (e) 3 day RT stir + 16h@100°C solvothermal, (f) 3 day RT stir + 24h@100°C 
solvothermal, (g) 3 day RT stir + 3d@100°C solvothermal. 
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To learn more about the correlation between DMF and the formation of different chiral 
cages, additional experiments were carried out. Specifically, two sets of experiments were done. 
In the first set of experiments, the composition of the solvent (different % of DMF from 100% to 
0% (pure DCM)) were studied, keeping the solvothermal temperature, and synthesis time 
constant. In the second set of experiments, the solvothermal temperature was varied, while 
keeping solvent composition, and synthesis time constant. The second set of experiments was 
repeated, with a different composition of solvent (100% DCM vs. 100% DMF). The synthesis 
conditions for each experiment are summarized in Table 5.2. 
 
Fig. 5.11 illustrates the correlation between the actual yield obtained for the precipitate, 
and filtered portion of the entire sample, as a function of solvent composition. Here, DMF was 
varied from 0–100% of the total solvent volume for samples A–D, and K. Solvothermal 
temperature, and synthesis time were kept constant at 100 °C, and 16 hours, respectively. At 0% 
DMF, (100% DCM) the actual yields for the precipitate, and filtrate were very similar. As the 
composition increases to 100% DMF, the trend shifts towards a higher amount of obtained 
filtered product, while the amount of precipitates collected after centrifugation was very small in 
comparison. 
Table 5. 2 Summary of experiments to elucidate DMF effect on formation of cages. Mass amounts 





This observation indicates that the amount of precipitates (CC3-R/CC3-S), which have a 
very low solubility in most solvents, was much lower than the yield of soluble cages collected 
from the filtrate of the supernatant species after precipitation with hexane. Fig. 5.12 summarizes 
the yield of precipitate product, with respect to solvothermal temperature. Here, the composition 
of DMF is either 100%, or 0%. This drastic difference in solvent environment, has an impact on 
the almost symmetrical opposition in the precipitate yields as a function of temperature. 
Specifically, at 120 °C, the amount of precipitate collected from a 100% DCM solvent 
environment was about 75%, while the amount collected in 100% DMF was less than 10%. 
Actual yields of both the precipitate, and filtered product for 100% DCM experiments followed 
the same trend, while in 100% DMF, the product yields oppose one another. Although the actual 
total yield is low for the DMF experiments, more soluble product was recovered after 
precipitation with hexane, and filtration, rather than with centrifugation at higher temperatures. 
 
 
Figure 5. 11. Actual yield of precipitate, and filtered product for samples A-D, and K, as a 
function of solvent composition. Balance solvent is DCM. Solvothermal temperature was 




Fig. 5.13-5.16 show PXRD patterns, and representative SEM images of each sample (Table 5.2) 
separated into its respective components. In some cases, a component PXRD pattern was omitted 
due to scarcity of product for proper PXRD collection. SEM images of the precipitated products 
are also shown. PXRD patterns of the precipitate suggest that the sample synthesized with DCM 
(sample A) corresponds to alpha phase, while the sample synthesized with DMF suggests the 
presence of alpha and dissymmetric cage structure. Rietveld refinement calculations indicate that 
for this sample, the percentages of alpha and dissymmetric phases are 68% and 32% 
respectively. Interestingly samples with different contents of DMF (samples C, K, B) also show 
the presence of these two phases. The effect of solvothermal temperature, when employing DCM 
as solvent (samples S, T, U) was minimum. In other words, independently of temperature these 
samples (precipitate) were highly crystalline displaying the alpha phase. In the case of samples 
synthesized in the presence of DMF, temperature had a profound effect. Specifically, poorly 
crystalline PXRD patterns for the precipitate were obtained at lower temperatures (samples O, 
Figure 5. 12. Actual yield of precipitate, and filtered products of samples O-U, as a function 
of solvothermal temperature. 0% corresponds to only DCM used as solvent, and 100% 




P). The higher temperature led to crystalline alpha, and dissymmetric phases for the precipitate. 
From SEM images, samples synthesized with traditional DCM (sample A) solvent lead to more 
regular morphologies and faceted crystals as compared to the sample synthesized with DMF 
(sample D). In general, the samples synthesized with different contents of DMF and DMC 
(samples C, K, and B) show a mixture of morphologies consisting on octahedral, irregular, and 
plate-like shapes. The lower the amount of DMF, the more regular crystals were observed. In the 
case of the effect of solvothermal temperature, when DCM was used as solvent (samples S, T, U) 
the size, and shape of the resultant CC3 crystals remained almost unaltered. However, in the case 
in which DMF (samples O, P, R) was used as solvent, higher solvothermal temperatures led to 
larger and more irregular crystals. Fig. 5.17 and 5.18 show 1-D 1H NMR spectra for the filtrate, 




Figure 5. 13. XRD patterns of samples A, D, and K separated by product. Lower panel shows 
SEM images of precipitate product. If a product component was omitted, there was not enough 












Figure 5. 14. XRD patterns of samples B, and C separated by product. Lower panel 
shows SEM images of precipitate product. If a product component was omitted, there 




Figure 5. 16. XRD patterns of samples O, P, and R separated by product. Lower panel shows 
SEM images of precipitate product. If a product component was omitted, there was not enough 
sample for XRD detection. 
Figure 5. 15. XRD patterns of samples S, T, and U separated by product. Lower panel shows 
SEM images of precipitate product. If a product component was omitted, there was not enough 





Figure 5. 17. 1-D 1H NMR spectra of filtrate and filtered products in CDCl3 for 






Figure 5. 18. 1-D 1H NMR spectra of filtrate and filtered products in CDCl3 




In conclusion, we have demonstrated that a prototypical porous organic cage CC3, can be 
synthesized in the presence of a non-traditional solvent, (DMF). By changing the solute 
supersaturation in solution, we were able to modify crystallization kinetics, which affected the 
resultant textural, morphological and structural properties of the precipitated crystals. Upon 
solvothermal treatment, the relative crystallinity of CC3-R/CC3-S, increased with respect to 
synthesis time, which was confirmed by the steady decrease of BET surface areas, and 
sharpening of PXRD peaks. Prolonged solvothermal treatment in the presence of DMF led to 
higher concentrations of the soluble heterochiral cage product CC3-SR/CC3- RS, due to 
increased DMF–linker interactions, and higher reaction reversibility. In general, under similar 
experimental conditions, when DMF was used as solvent, a mixture of alpha and dissymmetric 
cage structure was observed. In the presence of traditional DCM solvent pure alpha phase is 
observed.  Solvothermal temperature had a profound effect when DMF was used as solvent. 
Specifically, higher solvothermal temperatures led to enhanced crystallinity on the resultant 
alpha, and dissymmetric phases. In the case of DCM employed as solvent, independently of 
temperature the resultant precipitates were highly crystalline displaying the alpha phase. To the 
best of our knowledge, this is the first report of this type of approach for CC3 synthesis and can 






CHAPTER 6  
SYNTHESIS OF POROUS ORGANIC CAGE CC3 VIA SOLVENT MODULATED 
EVAPORATION 
 
Modified from: J. Lucero,‡5 J.B. Jasinski,6 M. Song,7 D. Li,7 L. Liu,7 J. Liu,7 J.D. Yoreo,7 P.K. 
Thallapally,7 M.A. Carreon,*5 “Synthesis of Porous Organic Cage CC3 via Solvent Modulated 
Evaporation”, Inorganica Chemica Acta 2019, DOI: 10.1016/j.ica.2019.119312 
 In this chapter, we demonstrate a Humidity Modulated Solvent Evaporation (HMSE) to 
promote the nucleation and growth of CC3 crystals. This approach relies on the gradual 
evaporation of dichloromethane (solvent) from a diluted concentration of CC3 precursors 
deposited on aluminum foil. HRTEM, SAED, SEM, and XRD patterns were used as pivotal 
characterization techniques to follow and confirm the formation of CC3 crystals. The details of 
synthesis and characterization are discussed in the following paragraphs, as well as the results 
are found in this chapter, and in press at Inorganica Chemica Acta, 2019 DOI:10.1016/ 
j.ica.2019.119312 
6.1 Synthesis of Cage CC3 through Solvent Modulated Evaporation 
A decade has passed since the first report on the successful synthesis of POCs, and 
almost nothing is known about the onset of POC nucleation. Since the events in the early stages 
of POC formation are pivotal in determining the course of crystallization, a fundamental 
understanding of these phenomena (nucleation, crystallization, and growth) is highly important 
in order to improve their structural, textural and morphological properties. Herein we 
demonstrate a Humidity Modulated Solvent Evaporation to promote the nucleation and grow of 
                                                          
 
5 Chemical and Biological Engineering Department, Colorado School of Mines, Golden, 
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6 Conn Center for Renewable Energy Research, University of Louisville, Louisville, Kentucky 
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CC3 crystals. Up to date, POCs have been synthesized via conventional room temperature (RT) 
approach. Herein, we demonstrate that modulating the solvent evaporation rate during CC3 
synthesis leads to a slow co-assembly between the amine and trialdehyde (CC3 components). 
This slow assembly process reduced the rate of crystallization leading to the formation of CC3 
crystallites. Water was used as solvent evaporation rate modulator. The proposed synthetic 
approach would be useful for the growth of discontinuous organic films for patterned growth. 
Optimization of this method may lead to films produced for applications in organic thin-film 
electronics. 186, 187 
6.2 Experimental and Characterization Methods 
In this section, specific experimental techniques used in the study will be presented, as well as 
the specifics of the characterization methods.  
6.2.1 Materials  
1.5” x 1.5” aluminum foil was used as support to grow the CC3 films. The foil was folded to 
accommodate 1 mL of solution with a base cross section of 21.36 mm x 11.18 mm. To achieve 
high relative humidity conditions (88 ± 2%) we placed a saturated solution of KCl inside a 
desiccator. Relative humidity and temperature were monitored with a La Crosse Technologies 
hygrometer/thermometer. To achieve low humidity conditions, no saturated salt solution was 
placed inside the desiccator. Instead the ambient RH characteristic of Colorado was used as the “low 
humidity” environment. A third relative humidity condition was used and kept at 30 ± 2% in the 
desiccator by using a potassium acetate salt solution.  
6.2.2 Preparation of Dilute Solution 
To prepare the dilute solution for the modulated evaporation solvent approach, two solutions were 
first prepared separately and then combined as previously described.170  5 mL of dichloromethane 
(volatile solvent) (Fisher Scientific, ACS certified) was added to 0.005 g of 1,3,5-
triformylbenzene. Then trifluoroacetic acid (Alfa Aesar, 99%) was added to the aldehyde solution. 
In a separate vial, 0.007 g of (±)-trans-1,2-diaminocyclohexane was added to 5 mL of 
dichloromethane.135 The two organic linker solutions were then added together. Another 
experiment was performed for 4 days at 88% RH by doubling the concentration of the dilute 
solution. So, 0.01 g of 1,3,5-triformylbenzene was used, and 0.014 g of of (±)-trans-1,2-
diaminocyclohexane was used.  
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6.2.3 Preparation of “Concentrated” Solution 
To learn about the effect of the solution concentration, we prepared a “concentrated 
solution”. The concentration of this solution is the one that has been employed in previous 
reports.125   In short, 750 µL of dichloromethane was added to 0.02g of 1,3,5-triformylbenzene 
(160 mM), followed by 10 µL of trifluoroacetic acid.3 In a separate flask, 0.021g of (±)-trans-1,2-
diaminocyclohexane was added to 750 µL of dichloromethane (245 mM). The two linker solutions 
were then added together.  
6.2.4 Preparation of CC3 Film 
An aluminum foil was coated with the diluted homogeneous solution (concentration of 
the linker far below the typical concentration employed for the conventional synthesis of CC3) 
containing CC3 precursors. The coated foil was kept in a desiccator at room temperature, and 
relative humidity (RH) was kept at 13%, 30% and 88%. By controlling the RH in the system, one 
may modulate the solvent evaporation rate through the CC3 film. The film coated substrate was 
left in the desiccator for up to 10 days, after which was completely removed and dried from H2O 
and DCM vapor. A typical yield is around 2-3 mg, which is quite low due to both the amount of 
starting material used, the amount that is actually deposited on the foil, and differences in 
synthetic approach as compared to a batch synthesis. 
 The rate of DCM evaporation can be estimated via Fickian diffusion: J=-D ∂C/∂X, since 
it applies for (a) steady state diffusion (without convection), (b) an isothermal and diluted case, 
(c) and low temperature evaporation of volatile components. All these are prevailing conditions 
in our system.188 In this equation, J is the solvent evaporation rate; D represents diffusivity 
constant,   ∂C is the solvent concentration gradient and ∂X is the CC3 film thickness. Assuming 
one dimensional solvent transport, and a constant film thickness, under high RH conditions, the 
lower the solvent concentration gradient will be, and therefore the lower evaporation rate. In 
principle, the gradual evaporation of DCM leads progressively to an increase in the linker 
concentration, which eventually drove the self-assembly of the trialdehyde moieties with the 
linker units, and further organization into the final porous organic cage framework. The 
successful formation of a particular POC will strongly depend on the kinetics of competitive 
processes of condensation (molecule formation) vs organization (crystal phase). This process 
must still undergo the imine condensation reaction to form covalent cages, before creating the 
crystalline discontinuous film on the substrate, in comparison to creating films from previously 
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synthesized dissolved cages.184  Both processes are influenced by the diffusion of volatile 
(solvent) species from or to the film surface. We found that the formation of CC3 took place by 
growing discontinuous POC films on aluminum foils, where substrate grain boundaries served as 
heterogeneous nucleation sites for crystal growth. Diffusivity coefficients were calculated from 
Fick’s law and shown in section 6.3.  
6.2.5 Film Characterization 
High Resolution Transmission Electron Microscopy (HRTEM), was conducted using a FEI 200 
kV Tecnai F20 microscope. TEM specimens were prepared by scratching off some of the sample 
powders and depositing them on support holey carbon-copper grids. Elemental analysis, 
performed using an EDAX TEAM energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) system, 
confirmed that the samples were composed of carbon, oxygen, and nitrogen, plus some 
additional fluorine. Each of these elements is consistent with the reagents added for CC3 
synthesis; 1,3,5-triformylbenzene, (±)-1,2-diaminocyclohexane, and trifluoroacetic acid as 
catalyst. Carbon and nitrogen make up the bulk of the CC3 cage molecule, along with hydrogen 
to make the total reported formula C72H85N12.128 
In order to minimize the radiation damage, TEM imaging was carried out using a low 
electron beam current. None, or very low damage was observed at low magnifications. However, 
with an increase of magnification and effective current density, the increased amorphization and 
decomposition of the samples were evident. This was particularly severe at higher 
magnifications, preventing the acquisition of any meaningful HRTEM images. In order to 
circumvent this issue, and obtain relevant structural information from these samples, selected 
area electron diffraction (SAED) patterns were collected at low magnifications, very low beam 
current density of 0.144 A/m2, and long exposure times of 5 s. However, even under such 
illumination conditions, SAED patterns were disappearing after 5-10 seconds of exposure, 
indicating their rapid amorphization. In order to ensure that collected SAED patterns best 
represented the as-prepared materials, each pattern was collected from a fresh, unexposed region 
of the sample. The patterns were then converted into SAED intensity vs d-spacing plots using 
DiffTools software, 189 and were compared with the XRD data.   
Powder X-Ray Diffraction was collected on films using a Siemens Kristalloflex810, 
operated at 25 mA, and 30 kV. Cu Kα radiation from 2θ = 5-35/40°. All samples were prepared 
by chipping off discontinuous film powder from foils and mounting them onto a low background 
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quartz slide. The sample synthesized using a batch method was also mounted in this way in order 
to give comparable intensities based off sample thickness. Fourier-transform infrared 
spectroscopy, (FTIR), was performed on a Nicolet iS50 FT-IR diamond ATR, with a frequency 
of 10 scans, and a resolution of 4. The samples were prepared as powders and placed directly on 
the diamond ATR crystal for analysis. Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscopy images 
were collected on a JEOL JSM-7000F operated at an accelerating voltage of 20 kV. 
6.3. Results and Discussion 
Fig. 1 shows the XRD patterns of the synthesized CC3 crystals via HMSE as a function 
of time. The appearance of peaks at 2θ~ 6.2°, 12.4°, 15.5°, 17.5°, 18.6°, 20.2°, and 21.2°, 
confirm the formation of CC3α. 12 hours was enough for the CC3 linkers to assemble, and 
partially crystallize into the typical CC3α phase. Assembly for 2-10 days shows a gradual 
increase in peak intensity, in particular for planes (111), (311), and (511), suggesting preferential 
exposure of those particular planes.190 In all samples, the semi-crystalline powder is oriented in 
such a way that does not allow for diffraction of the (220) plane. We hypothesize this is due to 
the foil substrate which is oriented to expose the (111) plane. 191 
Figure 6. 1 XRD patterns of CC3 crystals synthesized at room temperature, and 88 ± 2% RH as 
a function of synthesis time. (a) Calculated CC3α, 1 (b) RT batch synthesis, (c) 12 h, (d) 2 days, 
(e) 4 days, (f) 10 days. 
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Percent crystallinity was calculated for the leading peak in CC3α, at 2θ = 6.2°, to 
determine how this increases with assembly time. A sample prepared by batch synthesis, 170 was 
used as a standard for 100% crystallinity. The degree of crystallinity for the 12h, 2-, 4-, and 10 
day samples are 24.7%, 33.4 %, 48.6%, and 72.3% respectively. Figure 6.2 shows the respective 
areas underneath the peaks for the respective samples. The area under the curve was quantified 
with OriginPro8 software. A baseline was fitted, and the integrate peaks tool was used to obtain 
the resulting areas shown in figure 6.2. The integration limits were taken from 2θ° = 6.0-6.5. A 
sample synthesized by batch synthesis for 5 days2 was used as a standard to obtain the 100% 
crystalline area underneath the leading peak. Crystallinity was then calculated by the following 
formula: % 𝐶𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑦 = (𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑴𝑺𝑬𝑹𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟 2𝜃~6.2𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑩𝒂𝒕𝒄𝒉𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟 2𝜃~6.2) × 100%                              (6.1) 
 
Figure 6. 2. XRD patterns showing area under most prominent peak within CC3α. 
HMSE growth for (a) 12 h, (b) 2 days, (c) 4 days, (d) 10 days, (e) batch synthesis 
area taken for 100%. 
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Fig. 6.3 shows the SAED patterns of CC3 crystals synthesized via HMSE at 4 and 10 
days of synthesis time, compared with XRD data. It can be seen that the SAED plots show a 
similar set of peaks as those observed in XRD patterns. Overall, the d-spacing values obtained 
through these two techniques are similar. The small difference observed for d-spacing values, as 
compared with the values from XRD patterns, may originate from some errors in camera 
constant calibration, inaccuracies associated with the conversion of SAED patterns into 
rotational average plots, and some uncounted electron-beam radiation damage. Fig. 6.3b shows 
the SAED patterns collected from unexposed regions of the 10 day and 4 day samples. These 
SAED patterns were collected under a low beam intensity illumination, with the estimated 
current density of 0.144 A/m2. The current density was calculated as follows: 𝐼[𝑛𝐴] = 1.875∗𝐵𝑆 𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟∗𝐸𝑚𝑢𝑙𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒𝐸𝑥𝑝                                               (6.2) 
Where:  
BS factor = Back Scatter Factor = 1.3 at 200 kV 
Emul = Emulsion setting of TEM = 2 
TimeExp = Exposure Time = 48 seconds 
SS = Spot Size = 10 
C2 Lens = 49% 





To learn more about the effect of modulated solvent evaporation, we synthesized a CC3 
sample at low RH (13%), and moderate RH (30%) for 4 days (Fig. 6.4, and 6.5). In principle, 
under the low RH, there is no control over the solvent evaporation rate. Under this condition, 
there is no clear evidence of the formation of CC3 crystals. The peaks obtained do not match, 
with certainty, any particular known phase of CC3, (α, β, or the heterochiral product), suggesting 
that at low RH, there is no control over the diffusion rate on DCM leaving the foil surface. 
Agglomerates of oriented sheet like crystals are seen in Fig. 6.5b, of CC3 synthesized at 30% 
RH. There is some ordering into the CC3α phase, although the leading peak at 2θ°= 6.2° is 
absent in Fig. 6.5a.  
Figure 6. 3. (a) SAED intensity and XRD vs d-spacing plots of CC3 synthesized at RT and 88 
± 2 % RH for 4 and 10 days. (b) SAED patterns collected from unexposed regions of 10 day, 




Recently, Natarajan et al.,192 investigated the pore formation of PLA fibers by 
electrospinning fibers with various solvents. One of the solvents was DCM, which of course has 
a high vapor pressure of about 58 kPa and induces evaporative cooling at surfaces. The authors 
observed surface pore formation on the fibers at high RH conditions (~75%), but none at low 
humidity (~25%). This was due to water vapor condensing on the surface and acting as a “non-
Figure 6. 5. PXRD patterns of (a) calculated CC3β,6 (b) calculated CC3α,1 (c) calculated 
heterochiral dissymmetric CC3, 7 (d) no humidity control (relative humidity ~13%) HMSE 
experiment.   
Figure 6. 4. (a) PXRD patterns of (green) calculated CC3β, (red) calculated CC3α, (purple) 
calculated heterochiral dissymmetric CC3, (black) 30% RH HMSE experiment. (b) SEM image 





solvent”. Our system acts similarly to polymers, due to its organic building blocks. We observe 
some distinct ordered phase at high RH, (CC3α), but no clear phase at low RH. In our system we 
observe water droplets condensing on the foil surface in the high humidity environment. Fig. 6.6 
shows a SEM micrograph of a 4 day sample at high RH. The images show circular openings 
where there is clearly no crystal formation. In 30% RH conditions, no droplets of condensation 
were seen to appear on foil upon addition to desiccator, and there is no “surface pore” patterning 
in Fig. 6.5c.  Here, it is evident that the water condensation is acting as an “anti-solvent”, leaving 
a pattern of large “pores” on the surface of the foil. The high RH is acting as a modulator to 
create more uniform thin films of plate-like rhombi crystals, rather than large agglomerations as 
in 30% RH conditions. Tuning the foil surface to have a smaller contact angle with water, may 
lead these “pores” to be reduced in size, and a more continuous film may be obtained. 
An estimation of diffusivity coefficients for the two RH cases is extracted from Fick’s 
law and calculated below. We obtained a value of 0.14 cm2/s for the 88% RH case, and a 0.54 
cm2/s for the 13% RH case. The evaporation rate of DCM in the 30% RH environment was 
similar to the 88% RH case. The fast evaporation in the low humidity case, leads us to believe 
that the molecules do not have enough time to arrange in a thermodynamically favorable crystal 
phase (CC3α), thus a mixture of the three possible crystal structures are attained, as shown in 
Fig. 6.4. 
 




Coefficients of Diffusion were extracted from Fick’s law, assuming low temperature 
evaporation. The vapor pressure at 20°C of DCM is 0.458 atm.142 Since DCM is evaporating, we 
are assuming equilibrium of gas above the liquid. We are assuming steady state diffusion, with 
no convection. The atmospheric pressure is 0.98 atm. Molecular diffusion is calculated in high 
RH 88%, and low RH 13%, with the following equation. 5 At a certain length, L = 1 cm, we are 
assuming CL = 0 mol/cm3. C0 = 1.98 x 10-5 mol/cm3 calculated from the vapor pressure, and gas 
constant, R, at 20°C. The evaporation rates at high humidity and low humidity are 0.02 mL/min, 
and 0.08 mL/min respectively. From this equation, two diffusivity constants were extracted from 
DCM in high humidity, and low humidity and shown in Table 6.1. 
 𝐷𝐴𝐵 = −𝐿𝐽𝐴,𝑧𝐶𝐿−𝐶𝑜                                                             (6.3) 
 
 
Table 6. 1. Calculated fluxes and diffusion coefficients for low relative humidity and high 
relative humidity cases. 
 
The FTIR spectra of CC3 synthesized under dilute solution conditions, and 88 ± 2 % RH 
for 10 days vs a conventional RT synthesized CC3 sample, (Fig. 6.7) suggest both samples are 
similar confirming the formation of CC3 phase  
Environment Flux, J [mol/cm2s] Diffusion coefficient, DDCM-RH [cm2/s] 
RH = 88% 2.59 x 10-6 0.14 




To evaluate the effect on concentration on the product formation, two new concentrations 
were studied. One at a concentration similar to what has been found in the literature,2 and 
another doubling the original dilute concentration. These experiments were done at 88% RH for 
4 days. Fig. 6.8a shows the PXRD for the literature concentrated experiment. Here we see some 
CC3α peak emergence through a broad amorphous peak ranging from 2θ°=15-25°. 
Agglomerates and amorphous material is seen in the SEM image is shown in panel b of the high 
concentration sample.   Fig. 6.8c shows an SEM image collected for the doubled dilute 
concentration, here there seems to be no ordering or crystalline facets in the sample.  From these 
results, it is apparent that the crystallite formation favors low concentrations of CC3 precursors 





Figure 6. 7. FTIR spectra of CC3 synthesized under dilute solution conditions and 88±2 % RH for 
10 days, (a).  For comparison the FTIR of a conventional solvothermal synthesized sample is 




Fig. 6.9 shows the hypothesized detailed proposed steps in the synthesis of CC3 
crystalline nanoislands via Humidity Modulated Solvent Evaporation (HMSE) approach. It is 
summarized as follows: Initially, there is a homogeneous solution of the trialdehyde, and linker 
(diamine), in the presence of the volatile solvent at low linker concentration, (I). As the gradual 
evaporation of the solvent takes place, the linker concentration will increase, and the linker units 
will coordinate with trialdehyde moieties (II). This process has been observed for periodic 
ordered metal oxide nanoporous structures. 93, 95 At this point, the framework will not be fully 
condensed, and the control of the final microporous structure can be modulated by the RH 
conditions (i.e. water molecules diffusion in and out of the POC film). During the solvent-water 
counter-diffusion step the POC structure is not fully developed and may experience a non-steady 
(flexible) state (III). Finally, the framework will fully crystallize upon full solvent removal, 
resulting in the formation of CC3 nanocrystals (IV). Therefore, in principle, the gradual 






Figure 6. 8. (a) PXRD patterns of (green) calculated CC3β,6 (red) calculated CC3α,1 (purple) 
calculated heterochiral dissymmetric CC3,7 (black) 88% RH HMSE literature concentration 





Figure 6. 9. Proposed steps in the synthesis of CC3α via Modulating Solvent Evaporation 
Rate. Initial homogenous solution containing organic linkers is coated on an aluminum foil 
support. (I) The coated foil is inserted into a desiccator at high RH where initial diffusion of 
DCM is met with resistance due to water vapor. (II) The modulated evaporation of DCM 
allows for an increase in concentration of diamine and trialdehyde linkers and promotes their 
coordination. (III) Immature POC in the flexible state. (IV) Fully crystallized POCs upon 




In summary, we present a novel synthetic method for the formation of a prototypical type 
of porous organic cage denoted as CC3. Specifically, the formation of CC3 crystals was 
promoted via Humidity Modulated Solvent Evaporation (HMSE) approach which relies on the 
gradual evaporation of DCM from a diluted concentration of CC3 precursors deposited on 
aluminum foil. The slow solvent evaporation allowed enough time for the organization and 
formation of CC3 porous organic cage. The solvent diffusion rate was controlled by the RH in 
the system. HRTEM, SAED, SEM, and XRD patterns were used as key techniques to follow the 


















CHAPTER 7  
SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK 
7.1 Summary 
 In this work we explored the crystallization and formation of porous organic cage CC3. 
We studied the structure-function relationships when understanding how these crystals grow in 
solution. We successfully developed new synthetic methods for the production of CC3.  
The main conclusions from this work are: 
1. The structural evolution of a prototypical porous organic cage denoted as CC3 was 
studied as a function of synthesis time. We studied synthesis times of 8 h, 18 h, 30 h, 45 h, 60 h, 
99 h, 120 h, and 360 h, at room temperature.  We found different: growth stages, adsorption 
properties, contraction effects, and phase transformations as a function of synthesis time.  
2. We identified three different crystal formation stages for CC3: (i) rapid crystal growth 
stage, favored at short synthesis times, (ii) intermediate stage in which crystal size decreased as a 
function of synthesis time, (iii) and a regrowth stage favored at longer synthesis times.  
3. We have found that samples synthesized as a function of different synthesis times contain 
a mixture of CC3 and CC3-amorphous phases, which is confirmed by in silico CC3 models, 
and simulations of N2 isotherms. 
4. The CC3α phase is found to contract at different synthesis times, based off 2 peak shifts 
in the experimental PXRD patterns. PXRD simulations confirm the contraction from 2-7% for 
samples as a function of time. All samples are considered to contain a mixture of CC3α and 
CC3-amorphous phases up until 360 h, after which the amorphous phase essentially disappears.  
5. Adsorption properties of the resultant CC3 phases for CO2 and N2 were highly dependent 
on synthesis time. Specifically, the 8 h sample adsorbed the most CO2 at 278 K, and the most N2 
at 77 K. CO2 isotherms at 298 K show uptakes similar for samples synthesized at 8-, 30-, 60-, 
99-, and 120 h. The 360 h sample, for CO2 isotherms at 298 K, and 278 K, and the N2 isotherm 
at 77 K show the least gas uptake. These results told us that the 360 h sample is “highly 
crystalline”, while the 8 h sample is “pseudo-amorphous”, and the samples in between are a 
mixture of the two. 
6. CC3 was synthesized via a microwave synthesis approach. Microwave treatment at 
100C was applied for 5, 15, 30, and 60 minutes. Microwave synthesis greatly reduces the time 
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needed for crystal synthesis due to the irradiation energy instantly heating the reactants inside the 
vessel. This method allows for synchronized crystal nucleation and leads to smaller and more 
uniform crystals.  
7. CC3 crystallites with sizes of 0.83 ± 0.2 μm, and 0.78 ± 0.2 μm were obtained at 5 
minutes and 15 minutes, respectively. At 30 minutes of microwave synthesis, the crystal size 
increased to 1.1 ± 0.3 μm. Finally, at 60 minutes, a considerable crystal growth of 6.7 ± 3.2 μm 
was obtained. Shorter heating times are required if smaller crystallites are desired.   
8. Crystallites were recovered in times as short as 5 minutes, as compared to a conventional 
batch method in which several hours (8 h) are required to form this POC with larger irregular 
crystals. 
9. PXRD patterns confirmed the formation of a CC3α structure and a contraction–expansion 
effect associated with the flexible nature of this POC.  
10. The resultant crystals displayed typical CC3 BET surface areas in the 464–509 m2 g−1 
range.  
11. Porous organic cage CC3, can be synthesized in the presence of a non-traditional solvent, 
N, N-dimethylformamide, (DMF). DMF has a higher dielectric constant than dichloromethane, 
(DCM), but still is a polar aprotic solvent which will not participate in the reaction or hydrogen 
bond with itself.  
12. By changing the solute supersaturation in solution, we were able to modify crystallization 
kinetics, which affected the resultant textural, morphological and structural properties of the 
precipitated crystals. We modified this by either allowing the reaction to stand stagnant, or by 
stirring.  
13. We applied solvothermal treatment at 100C for 12-, 16-, 24-, and 72 h. Upon 
solvothermal treatment, the relative crystallinity of CC3-R/CC3-S, increased with respect to 
synthesis time, which was confirmed by the steady decrease of BET surface areas, and 
sharpening of PXRD peaks.  
14. Prolonged solvothermal treatment in the presence of DMF led to higher concentrations of 
the soluble heterochiral cage product CC3-SR/CC3- RS, due to increased DMF–linker 
interactions, and higher reaction reversibility.  
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15. Higher solvothermal temperatures led to enhanced crystallinity on the resultant alpha, and 
dissymmetric phases. When DCM is employed as solvent, independently of temperature the 
resultant precipitates were highly crystalline displaying the alpha phase. 
16. The formation of CC3 crystals was promoted via Humidity Modulated Solvent 
Evaporation (HMSE) approach which relies on the gradual evaporation of DCM from a diluted 
concentration of CC3 precursors deposited on aluminum foil. We evaluated 3 relative humidity 
conditions: 13%, 30%, and 88% relative humidity.  
17. The slow solvent evaporation, and low initial concentration allowed the organization and 
formation of the CC3α porous organic cage. The high relative humidity case was evaluated for 
organization times ranging from 2 h, to 10 days, where a general increase in crystallinity was 
found.  
18.   High Resolution Transmission Electron Microscopy (HRTEM), Selected Area Electron 
Diffraction (SAED), Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM), and X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) 
patterns were used as pivotal characterization techniques to follow and confirm the formation of 
CC3 crystals.  
19.   At low relative humidity, 13%, XRD patterns show that there is a mixture of the three 
possible CC3 phases, and DCM evaporation was almost 4X faster. This suggests that the fast 
evaporation did not allow enough time for the most thermodynamically stable crystalline phase 
to be obtained.  
20.  At 30% relative humidity, CC3α was mostly obtained based off XRD, and large 
agglomerations of crystals were found as a discontinuous film through SEM.  At 88% relative 
humidity, the CC3α phase was more pronounced, and thinner discontinuous films were obtained. 
7.2 Future Work 
7.2.1 Kinetics models  
 Although we analyzed some basic growth mechanisms of CC3, it would be useful to 
analyze these using a kinetic model to understand their growth on a deeper level. Also, for the 
industrial production of these materials, a kinetic model is critical to having an optimal 
crystallization process. When analyzing the structural evolution of CC3 as a function of time, we 
tried to fit their growth with the Avrami Kinetic model which aims at understanding the kinetics 
of phase change.193 Due to the fragmentation, and regrowth of the crystals in solution, this model 
failed to capture what was happening specifically in this system. Similarly, when applying 
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microwave irradiation for short amounts of time to the synthesis of CC3, large populations of 
narrowly distributed crystals were obtained. For these very different results, understanding the 
nucleation and growth steps in terms of a model would be highly beneficial. 
Since model fitting is a difficult task, a generic modeling framework can be applied to 
this system. Meisler et al.194 provided an extended generic modeling framework which helps the 
model developer to: 1. Formulate the modeling problem, 2. Obtain any relevant models from a 
model library, or provide any data for a specific modeling tasks for the kinetic model 
identification. Using this method allows the modeler to study kinetic models for nucleation, 
agglomeration, growth, and fragmentation, under different operating conditions in order to target 
a specific structural characteristic. Looking at figure 7.1 below, Meisler et al. describes their 
generic modeling framework to work in the following way: the phenomenon equations 
(constitutive equations) are related to the mass, energy, and population balance equations by the 
measured variables. Therefore, if you insert any known variables, the desired phenomenon rate 
can be calculated.  
 
 
Figure 7. 1. Diagram showing how the constitutive equations are related to the balancing 
equations in the generic modeling framework.194  
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In order to carry out this task, experimental data for rates of crystal nucleation, growth, 
agglomeration, and fragmentation are needed as a function of temperature, and supersaturation.  
The following workflow diagram proposed by Meisler et al. shows the process for obtaining the 
model.  The crystal size distribution tool proposed by Nagy et al. can be used for the process, and 
the differential equations (balance equations) can be solved using MATLAB, Mathematica, or 
another solving program.  
 
Figure 7. 2. Work flow diagram of the process of using the generic modeling framework.194 
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7.2.2 Modeling CC3 Formation in DMF  
 In chapter 5, we aimed at understanding the effect of heat and incorporation of DMF as a 
solvent on the synthesis of CC3 experimentally. Although we found that changing the 
supersaturation kinetics changed the final morphology, texture, and structural properties of CC3, 
an accompanying simulation would be useful to understand the specific solvent interactions 
occurring within the reaction. For example, in a DCM system at room temperature, once 
nucleated, CC3 crystals will undergo various growth stages in a span of 15 days and will produce 
large polydispersed crystals. In a DMF system at room temperature, with and without the 
presence of stirring, after about 4 days, very small narrowly distributed crystals are obtained. In 
the DMF system it is apparent that nucleation is favored over crystal growth, whereas in a DCM 
solvent environment, growth is favored. We speculated the reason for this difference is due to the 
differences in supersaturation, but, how specifically is the solvent molecule participating in: 1. 
CC3 cage molecule formation, 2. Cage molecule reversibility, 3. Precipitation of rac-CC3 
crystals, and 4. Cage product concentrations? Similarly, how does added energy through 
solvothermal treatment affect these processes? What are the cage pair binding energies to make 
the rac-CC3 crystal in each system? What is the formation energy of each type of cage product at 
elevated temperatures in the presence of DMF? What happens to reaction reversibility with 
extended solvothermal treatment times?   
To complement our experimental work, molecular Density Functional Theory (DFT) 
simulations utilizing a solvation-based model would be useful for the further in situ tuning of 
these materials. Formation energies for each type of cage molecule possible would need to be 
calculated, taking the energy difference between CC3 cage molecules and water molecules as 
products, and the reactants of triformylbenzene and ()-trans-1,2-diaminocyclohexane.149 The 
solvation-based model I would suggest to use to answer these questions, in part, would be a 
Universal Solvation Based Model based on density, (SMD) developed by Marenich et al.195 This 
model can be applied to any solvent which contains any kind of solute. The bulk surface tension, 
dielectric constant, refractive index, and acid-base parameters need to be known for the solvent. 
Formation energies for cages in a DCM, and DMF solvent environment need to be compared, as 




7.2.3 Utilize New Synthetic Methods for More Robust Membranes 
 Throughout the course of this work, we have aimed at understanding how we can gain 
control over the growth of CC3 crystals. For future use of these materials in a stable, and robust 
membrane form, further synthesis optimization is needed to allow the continuous polycrystalline 
membrane growth upon different types of supports. We found in chapter 5 that solvothermal 
treatment and DMF lead to highly intergrown crystals after 24 hours. From our discussion in 
chapter 1 about the importance of studying crystallization in membranes, this is one topic which 
is in the early stages of being addressed. Synthetic optimization is needed to assure that the strain 
induced on the interface of the support-membrane layer is minimized for defect free membrane 
growth. Seeding techniques need to be optimized to allow a stable layer for the heterogeneous 
growth of a highly intergrowth membrane. Heating and cooling rates need to be optimized to 
remove the possibility of cracks forming in the membrane from the differing thermal resistances 
in the membrane material and support. Addressing these tasks can lead to the use of this material 
as a more stable membrane as compared to a thin film membrane which degrades over a short 
amount of time.125  
If prepared in membrane form several POCs would be highly appealing for diverse 
industrially relevant gas separations including  CO2/CH4,196 N2/CH4,197 and Kr/Xe 53, 198, 199, 54, 200  
gas mixtures . For these separations POCs with limiting pore aperture of 3.6 Å (CC3, and CC2) 
would be suitable compositions to effectively separate these gas mixtures.  Specifically, these 
particular POC compositions are appealing based on their limiting pore aperture (or window 
openings). Based on the kinetic diameter of CO2 (3.3 Å), and N2 (3.6 Å) vs CH4 (3.8 Å) and Kr 
(3.7 Å) vs Xe (4.1 Å); in principle, crystalline microporous membranes with unimodal pore sizes 
in the ~3.6-3.7 Å range should be ideal candidates for molecular sieving CO2 and N2, over CH4, 
and Kr over Xe. For N2/CH4, and CO2/CH4 separations, a sharp molecular sieving effect is 
expected due to the size of the selective permeating molecules. On the other hand, in the ideal 
case scenario, for Kr/Xe separation, Kr molecules would diffuse rapidly through the pores, while 
Xe at most will diffuse slowly meaning that high Kr selectivities could be potentially achieved 
based on molecular diffusion differences. Furthermore, since the chemical composition of CC3 
vs CC2 is different, adsorption properties will be different, and therefore one may be able to 
decouple the molecular sieving effect vs competitive adsorption for each gas pair. It is important 
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to mention, that these POC compositions are water stable, making them highly appealing for the 
targeted separations in which water typically is present as impurity. 
7.2.4 Morphology of CC3 and How this Affects Catalysis 
We have shown the production of a variety of CC3 products and their various 
morphologies. From a discussion in section 1.3.1, we know that morphology, crystallinity, 
crystal size, surface area, and chemistry of porous materials will have an impact on the efficiency 
of a catalyst. We have shown throughout this work that we can obtain CC3 materials with these 
differing material properties. Fundamentally, POCs display distinctive structural, compositional, 
adsorption and transport properties than those of conventional porous materials making them 
highly appealing for catalytic applications.  Therefore, POCs can be envisioned as catalytic 
supports for different metal nanoparticles. Utilizing POC crystals as catalyst supports give the 
advantage of controlled nanoparticle size (due to hierarchically ordered structure), and high 
effective metal concentration (dispersion). Another potential distinctive advantage of using POC 
crystals to support metals over other porous crystals such as MOFs or zeolites is that there are no 
other metals in the catalytic system to interfere with the reaction, whereas MOFs or zeolites use 
metals coordinated to organic ligands to form the structure. These additional metal sites can 
participate in the reactions reducing selectivities.  
CC3-R has been used as a catalytic support for stabilizing palladium,201 and rhodium202 
nanoparticles for the heterogeneous catalysis of the carbonylation of aryl halides, and 
methanolysis of ammonium borane. Based off the relatively high thermal stability of CC3, we 
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APPENDIX A : TYPICAL CC3 SYNTHESES 
 
Table 2.2 summarizes work done on CC3 synthesis. The following paragraphs describe the four 
main batch synthesis approaches reported in the literature, along with the original authors of that 
synthesis. Each differs by concentration of linkers, synthesis time, and washing techniques.  
Batch synthesis 1. CC3-R synthesis. 100 ml of Dichloromethane (DCM), was slowly added to 
1,3,5-triformylbenzene (TFB) (5.0 g, 30.86 mmol) at room temperature. Trifluoroacetic acid 
(100 μL) was added to the solution as a catalyst for imine condensation reaction. A solution of 
(R,R)-1,2-diaminocyclohexane (5.0 g, 44.64 mmol) in DCM (100 mL) was made, and added to 
the TFB solution. The unmixed reaction was covered and left to stand for 5 days. All of the solid 
triformylbenzene was expended after 5 days. The product was separated by filtration and washed 
with a solution of 95% ethanol/5% DCM. Yield: 6.5 g, 83%. 
Hasell, T.; Chong, S. Y.; Jelfs, K. E.; Adams, D. J.; Cooper, A. I., Porous Organic Cage 
Nanocrystals by Solution Mixing. Journal of the American Chemical Society 2012, 134 (1), 588-
598. 
 
Batch synthesis 2. 81 mg (0.5 mmol) of TFB was dissolved in 3 ml of DCM, then added to a 
solution of (R,R)-1,2-diaminocyclohexane (85 mg, 0.75 mmol) in 3 ml of DCM. The solution 
was left to stand at room temperature. After 2 days, transparent prism-like crystals were formed. 
The solvent was decanted, and 3 ml of fresh DCM was added, and then quickly decanted again. 8 
ml of DCM was added to the solution and stirred to re-dissolve the crystalline material. This 
solution was then filtered through a 200 nm PTFE filter (Millex-FG), and the solvent was 
evaporated to afford a white, microcrystalline powder in low yield (25 mg, 18 %). Crystals for 
X-ray diffraction were removed before the washing step, or the reaction was carried out in 
chloroform and allowed to evaporate slowly.  
Tozawa, T.; Jones, J. T. A.; Swamy, S. I.; Jiang, S.; Adams, D. J.; Shakespeare, S.; Clowes, R.; 
Bradshaw, D.; Hasell, T.; Chong, S. Y.; Tang, C.; Thompson, S.; Parker, J.; Trewin, A.; Bacsa, 




Batch synthesis 3. DCM, (3 mL) was added slowly to 0.1 g of solid 1,3,5- triformylbenzene 
(TFB) (Acros, 98%) to prevent mixing. Trifluoroacetic acid (Sigma, 99%) (10 μL) was added to 
the above solution for imine bond formation catalysis. Another solution, composed of 0.1 g of 
(±)-trans-1,2- diaminocyclohexane (Sigma, 99%) in 3 mL of DCM was added slowly to the TFB 
solution to prevent mixing. The reaction was allowed to react at room temperature for a specific 
amount of time (8, 18, 30, 45, 60, 99, 120, or 360 h). A 95% ethanol/5% DCM solution was 
added to the reaction medium at the specified time point, and then centrifuged to afford the 
product. The powder was washed  2−3 times and then dried overnight at 80 °C. 
Lucero, J.; Elsaidi, S. K.; Anderson, R.; Wu, T.; Gomez-Gualdron, D. A.; Thallapally, P. K.; 
Carreon, M. A., Time Dependent Structural Evolution of Porous Organic Cage CC3. Crystal 
Growth & Design 2018, 18 (2), 921-927 
 
Batch synthesis 4. TFB, (500 mg, 3.08 mmol) was suspended in 20 ml of DCM. (±)-trans-1,2-
Cyclohexanediamine (528 mg) was dissolved in 25 ml of DCM, and carefully layered onto the 
TFB suspension at room temperature without stirring. The TFB dissolved after 48 hrs, and a 
precipitate was seen to form at the surface of the solution. The solid co-crystal (408 mg, 0.36 
mmol, 46.8%), was filtered from the soluble products through a glass fibre filter paper. The 
filtrate was concentrated to ~ 10 mL at room temp, and 20 mL of hexane was added with stirring 
to produce a white precipitate collected through vacuum filtration to yield product (312 mg, 0.28 
mmol, 36.2%). 
Slater, A. G.; Little, M. A.; Briggs, M. E.; Jelfs, K. E.; Cooper, A. I., A solution-processable 








Batch Synthesis 5. 243 mg of TFB, and 255 mg (1R,2R)-(-)-1,2-diaminocyclohexane was 
dissolved in 10 mL anhydrous dichloromethane. 10 µL trifluoroacetic acid was added as catalyst 
to the above mixture. The reaction was left to stand at room temperature for 3 days and the white 
crystals were recovered by washing with ethanol. 
Zhu, G. H.; Liu, Y.; Flores, L.; Lee, Z. R.; Jones, C. W.; Dixon, D. A.; Sholl, D. S.; Lively, R. P., 
Formation Mechanisms and Defect Engineering of Imine-Based Porous Organic Cages. 
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